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Abstract
Ageing is often associated with reduced mobility which is the consequence of a combination
of physical, sensory and cognitive degrading. Reduced mobility may weaken older adults’
confidence in getting out alone and traveling autonomously in large spaces. We have devel-
oped a robotic walking assistant, that compensates for sensory and cognitive impairments
and supports the user’s navigation across complex spaces. The device is a walker with
cognitive abilities that we named c-Walker, and it is built around a common walker for
elderly people. We show the difficulties that arise when building a robotic platform, fo-
cusing on hardware and software architecture for the basic functionalities and integration
of high level software components. We developed an Extended Kalman Filter in such a
way that we are able to select a configuration of sensors that meets our requirements of
cost, accuracy, and robustness. We describe the technological and scientific foundations
for different guidance systems, and their implementation in the device. Some of them
are “active” meaning that the system is allowed to “force a turn” in a specified direction.
The other ones are “passive” meaning that they merely produce directions that the user
is supposed to follow on her own will. We show a comparison of the different guidance
systems together with the results of experiments with a group of volunteers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Ageing is often associated with reduced mobility which is the consequence of a combination
of physical, sensory and cognitive degrading.
Reduced mobility may weaken older adults’ confidence in getting out alone and trav-
eling autonomously in large spaces. Other factors have an adverse effect on mobility, the
most obvious being physical impairments, loss or reduction of visual and auditory ability
and of the key function of balance.
Less recognised but as important is the decline of cognitive abilities such as timely
reaction to external stimuli, sense of direction, peripheral vision and navigation skills [81].
Cognitive problems like these are difficult to recognise and with a very few counter-
strategies of proven effect. The aﬄicted gradually perceives such places as shopping malls,
airports or train stations as unfamiliar and intimidating and starts to withdraw [45].
A growing body of research [82] suggests that a reduced out-of-home mobility can have
widespread, detrimental effects for older adults and ultimately accelerate the process of
ageing. Adults for whom mobility is a problem certainly experience a reduction in the
quality of their social life. They have fewer choices in terms of where and when they can
shop, and they have been found to have problems in maintaining a balanced diet.
Reduced mobility has other several serious consequences including an increase in the
probability of falls and other physical problems, such as diabetes or articular diseases.
Staying at home, people lose essential opportunities for socialisation and may worsen
the quality of their nutrition. The result is a self-reinforcing loop that exacerbates the
problems of ageing and accelerates physical and cognitive decline [13].
Several studies reveal that physical exercise ameliorates the general conditions of older
adults, by increasing their physical strength and reducing the occurrence of falls [34, 42].
The use of robotic platforms to support navigation is commonly believed as an effective
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strategy to offset the negative trend toward a reduced mobility of older adults and to spur
them toward a sustained level of physical activity.
In the context of different research initiatives (the DALi project1 and the ACANTO
project2) we have developed a robotic walking assistant, that compensates for sensory
and cognitive impairments and supports the user’s navigation across complex spaces.
The device is a walker with cognitive abilities that we named c-Walker .
1.2 Objectives
The development of a device of this type, being it a research project or a business product,
requires a careful methodology. Applications and algorithms need to be developed in
isolation and in parallel. The possible need to extend the functionalities asks for a software
architecture able to adapt to different services. We need to be able to define a run-time
configuration that is able to exploit new stream of data as soon as they are available,
and keep a basic functionality when they are not. Moreover, communication among the
software components should be indipendent from the their allocation in the computing
units, since we make use of a distributed architecture. Customization is our objective,
not only at the software level, but also at the hardware level where we need to be able to
add or remove new sensors or actuators without specific attention at the communication
and software level. We would like to reduce the procedure to a simple connection (plug
and play) and have the software automatically handle the new stream of data.
The device has to be able to localise itself without help of the user. Recalling the
above notion of customization, we want to be able to select different sets of sensors and
fuse the data in order to obtain the location. This objective comes from potentially
different requirements in terms of costs, complexity, performance, and robustness of the
localisation functionality.
Finally, we want to be able to use localisation information in order to guide the user.
We selected different types of actuators: we have actuators that act directly on the kine-
matic of the walker, and actuators that provide signals to the user. We need to be able to
understand how each actuator can be best exploited, which one is preferred from users,
and what kind of performance we can expect.
1http://www.ict-dali.eu
2http://www.ict-acanto.eu
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1.3 Related work
1.3.1 Ambient assisted living
Robotic walkers have gained an undisputed popularity in the research community on
ambient assisted living [46, 76, 51]. Closely related to DALi is the Assistants for SAfe
Mobility (ASSAM) project [2], where a system consisting of a set of modular navigation
assistants deployed on several devices encourages physical exercise. ASSAM has a major
focus on the seamless transition from indoors to outdoors, while DALi specifically consid-
ers large indoors environment. Also, the behaviour of people in the surroundings is not
considered in ASSAM.
The iWalkActive project [38] is more directly focused on the development of an active
walker that facilitates and supports physical exercise, both indoors and outdoors. E-NO-
FALLS [23] is another project focused on the development of a smart walker. In this case
the main emphasis is on preventing falls.
Although of interest, these aspects are complementary with those of DALi, whose main
focus is on fighting cognitive decline.
1.3.2 Software architecture
A cyber physical system (CPS) is, in the common lingo, a device or a system where the
computation units are deeply interconnected with the physical system they control [49, 50].
In this sense, the c-Walker is very close to this definition since the kinematics of the walker
and the effects on it generated by the user behavior affect the input data stream, and
therefore the computational load on the electronic components.
CPSs are usually characterized by a heterogeneous and distributed architecture and,
more frequently, have the ability to share information and services with other CPSs dis-
seminated in the environment setting the basis for an “internet of things” [3].
Another characteristic is the number and complexity of control functions and their
interconnection which is supported by a variety of sophisticated sensing devices and the
related perception algorithms. The overall complexity is due to the need for a high degree
of autonomy, and for reconfiguration and adaptation capabilities which provide robustness
to changing and unanticipated environment conditions.
The integration of this complex network of modules calls for a middleware solution
striking a good tradeoff between conflicting needs such as: modularity, architecture inde-
pendence, re-use, easy access to the limited hardware resources and real–time constraints.
There are different middleware solutions that are compatible with Linux-based systems
and that support the most used network protocols.
3
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A first one is Open Data Distribution Service (OpenDDS) [61], which is an open source
C++ implementation of the Object Management Group [62] Data Distribution Service
(DDS). DDS is a type of Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) that supports a data-
centric publish and subscribe style of communications. It comes from the experience of
the CORBA community and offers a high level of abstraction.
With a special care for real–time performance, Open Real-Time Ethernet (ORTE) [77]
is an open source implementation of Real-Time Publish-Subscribe (RTPS) communication
protocol. Timing and reliability are taken under control because of the use of the UDP
protocol. The widespread of the TCP/IP stack over different systems and architectures
guarantees a good portability.
Other middleware solutions explicitly developed for robot applications are ROS [67]
and OROCOS [9]. ROS has become a rich repository of algorithms and software modules
developed by the research community. OROCOS was primarily created to address control
tasks in industrial environments. Both seem to be more suitable for applications that can
rely on a powerful computing architecture, not always available in autonomous robots
unless a cloud infrastructure is present. One of the main characteristic is the possibility
to interface different components at deploy-time.
ZeroMQ [35] implements a publish-subscribe paradigm to support concurrent pro-
gramming over socket connections. It is lightweight and very suitable for embedded
architectures, and is freely available from its website [89].
1.3.3 Localisation
Given that the literature on indoor localisation is vast and spans many different disciplines,
a comprehensive review of dominant technologies is given in [79]. [26] aims at providing
the reader with a review of the recent advances in wireless indoor localisation techniques.
Distance measurements can rely on ultra–sound sensors [88], laser scanners [52], ra-
dio signal strength intensity (RSSI) [85], time–of–arrival (ToA) measurements of Radio
Frequency (RF) signals [32] or RF identification (RFIDs) readers [56]. Cameras [72] are
frequently used for positioning systems as well, and the approach of SLAM combines
mapping and self-localisation in a natural way.
RF solutions are widespread and can rely on IEEE 802.11 [25], Ultra–Wideband
(UWB) [20], ZigBee [72], Bluetooth [54], or a combination thereof. However, except
for the case of UWB (which can be very accurate, but also very power-hungry when
the time of arrival of pulses is measured), in most cases the accuracy of RF–based solu-
tion is quite limited. Performance can be improved through finger printing [43]. In this
case, prior to localisation, an off–line radio scene analysis is performed to extract radio
fingerprints, i.e., features of the radio signal measured at predefined points in the environ-
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ment. Unfortunately, the solutions based on fixed anchors (even the most accurate) can
be severely affected by lack of line–of–sight (LOS) conditions caused by fixed or moving
obstacles. This problem could be mitigated by using suitable inertial measurement units
(IMU) [14, 18]. Nonetheless, in this case accuracy tends to degrade indefinitely due to the
accumulation of the uncertainty contributions of the various sensors employed. In addi-
tion, the initial position and orientation are not observable with inertial techniques. For all
the reasons above, nowadays it is recognized that the best approach for high–performance
and scalable indoor navigation should rely on both local inertial techniques and absolute
positioning solutions, properly combined through data fusion algorithms [18, 53].
Since we deal with the localisation of a wheeled device, a powerful resource for po-
sitioning is offered by odometry. However, as customary of dead reckoning techniques,
odometry-based localisation suffers from unbounded uncertainty growth and lack of ini-
tial observability. While position and orientation errors generally increase with a rate
depending on both odometer resolution and accuracy, estimation results can be consid-
erably improved by fusing gyroscope and encoder data on the basis of their respective
uncertainties in different conditions of motion [21]. Unfortunately, also in this case there
are no guarantees to keep the overall position uncertainty bounded. Moreover, the initial
state of the system is still unobservable. To tackle these problems, an additional absolute
localisation technique is certainly needed. Absolute position values can be obtained from
a set of passive RFID tags. In fact, they are inexpensive, can be stuck on the floor at
known locations, and, even if they have a quite limited range (in the order of a few tens of
cm or less), they can be easily detected, regardless of the number of people and obstacles
in the environment. Three good solutions of this kind are described in [65, 11] and [10].
In [65] a fine-grained grid of passive RFID tags is used for robot navigation and trajectory
reconstruction. No other sensors are employed. In [11] a similar approach is adopted, but
an additional vision system is used to recognize the color patches placed on the top of
different robots.
Finally, in [10] a similar grid of RFID tags is used along with a set of ultrasonic
sensors installed on the front side of a robot for position refinement through data fusion.
A common characteristic of the solutions mentioned above is high accuracy, which however
is paid in terms of RFID grid granularity. In fact, in all cases the grids of tags are very
dense (with distances between about 0.3 m and 0.5 m), which is costly and impractical
in very large environments. Moreover, the fixed external cameras in [11] pose privacy
and scalability issues, while the on–board ultrasonic sensors (which refine position in
the presence of fixed obstacles) could lead to unpredictable results in densely populated
environments.
In [47] a smart walker instrumented with encoders, a compass and an RFID reader
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corrects the odometry-based position by reading mats of RFID tags placed in strategic
points of corridors (i.e. where people are supposed to come across with a high probability).
1.3.4 Guidance systems
The robot wheelchair proposed in [80] offers guidance assistance in such a way that deci-
sions come from the contribution of both the user and the machine. The shared control,
instead of a conventional switch from robot to user mode, is a collaborative control. For
each situation, the commands from robot and user are weighted according to the respec-
tive experience and ability leading to a combined action.
Other projects make use of walkers to provide the user with services such as physical
support and obstacle avoidance. In [15], the walker can work in manual mode where
the control of the robot is left to the user and only voice messages are used to provide
instructions. A shared control operates in automatic mode when obstacle avoidance is
needed and user intention is overidden acting on the front wheels. The park mode is used
when the walker needs to mantain a certain position and sustain the user.
The use of force sensors can help in understanding user intentions, as in [83] where the
front wheels are used to modify orientation angle in case of concerns about the ease and
safety of the user motion. In [16] a omnidirectional mobile base makes possible to change
the center of rotation to accomodate user intended motion.
The JAIST active robotic walker [51] (JaRoW) constantly uses infrared sensors to
detect lower limb movement of the user. In this way, the walker autonomously adjusts
direction and velocity to the user’s walking behavior.
The passive walker proposed by Hirata [36] takes safety a step further. The device is a
standard walker, with two caster wheels and a pair of electromagnetic brakes mounted on
fixed rear wheels, which is essentially the same configuration that we consider in this work.
The authors propose a guidance solution using differential braking, which is inspired to
many stability control systems for cars [66]. By suitably modulating the braking torque
applied to each wheel, the walker is steered toward a desired path. While this choice poses
severe limitations on the force and torque applicable to the cart, it has the considerable
advantage of limiting the complexity of the hardware, with considerable savings in the
cost of the device and in its mass. The same principle has been further developed by
Saida et al. [71] achieving richer kinematic behaviours.
In [44], differential flatness is used to determine time–varying braking gains in order to
achieve a control law that is both passive and dissipative. One of the main advantages of
this approach is the reduced computational complexity of the system dynamic equations
and brake gain constraints.
The work in [27] proposes a control algorithm based on the solution of an optimisa-
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tion problem which minimises the braking torque. The paper considers a virtual tunnel
enclosing the path. When the user is in the middle of the corridor, the system intervenes
sporadically, while it becomes increasingly aggressive when the user is close to the border.
Two potential limitations of this strategy are its frequent corrections (annoying for some
of the users) and its reliance on real–time measurements of the torques applied to the
walker, which are difficult without expensive sensors.
Haptic interfaces can be used in robotics applications as a mean of communication
between robot and user. Examples could be teleoperation of vehicles for surveillance or
exploration of remote or dangerous areas where haptic interfaces provide feedbacks on
sense of motion and the feeling of presence [1], or rescue activities where the robot helps
the user to move in environments where visual feedbacks are no longer available [31].
In the latter application the robot provides information on its position and direction to
the user in order to help him to follow the robot. Guidance assistance can be provided
by giving feedback on the matching between the trajectory followed by the user and the
planned trajectory. In [75, 73], a bracelet provides a warning signal when a large deviation
with respect to the planned trajectory is detected. In [24] a belt with eight tactors is used
to provide direction information to the user in order to complete a waypoint navigation
plan.
Acoustic guidance can be achieved recreating sounds coming from precise locations.
Therefore, reproduction of 3-D sound signals can be used to give directional aids to the
user. The main method to render 3-D sound is based on the Head Related Transfer
Function (HRTF) which changes and needs to be determined for each individual [7]. It
represents the ears response for a given direction of the incoming sound. Other approaches
are based on the modeling of the sound propagation. In the modeling process, attenuation
of the sound is taken in account by means of the Interaural Level Difference (ILD) which
considers the presence of the listener head. Instead, Interaural Time Difference (ITD)
considers the distance between ears and sound source [8]. These filtering processes are
computationally demanding, requiring implementations suitable for execution on embed-
ded platforms [68, 69].
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
We have already show the motivations behind the work presented in this thesis. The work
covers some architectural objectives in common to all the components of the entire DALi
project, that are described in Cha. 2.
Cha. 3 continues the description of how integration is performed at the architectural
level, but also shows some functional implementation of some modules. In particular, we
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address the localisation system of the c-Walker .
We present a comparison of different guidance solutions in Cha. 4 together with an
experimental session in the field with users.
Cha. 5 is the proposal of a new guidance system. We show a possible use of the back
wheels brakes for the implementation of a low cost guidance technique.
We finally conclude with Cha. 6.
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Chapter 2
System architecture
In order to master the complexity of the system, the development of the c-Walker pro-
totype has been organised based on a clear separation of concerns between the different
components. This idea was implemented through a clear partitioning of the different
functionalities and of the mechatronic components used to implement them.
Each component has been accurately specified during the design phase. This way it
was possible to develop it in isolation and its final integration into the complete prototype
was significantly simplified. The c-Walker is seen as a three layers structure where the
subsystems are shown in Fig. 2.4:
• The physical subsystem,
• The mechatronic subsystem,
• The cognitive subsystem
The physical subsystem consists of the walker frame used as a basis for the implemen-
tation of the c-Walker . The key requirement for the choice of the walker frame was the
possibility to easily integrate and possibly change the electronic and electro-mechanical
components used for on-board sensing and actuation. This can be important in case some
new application requirements arise during the experimental phase.
Other requirements are the cost and the commercial availability of the basic proto-
type. This is a key requirement in view of the potential commercial exploitation. The
requirement is equally important for the ability to build multiple copies of the device
for research purposes. Moreover, during the development, the prototype has to go under
an intense testing phase which implies the transportation of the protoype in different
locations. Therefore, transportability is another important requirement.
Our final choice was to take an off-the-shelf device (the Mercury rollator produced by
9
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Views of the c-Walker with all the equipment (a) c-Walker seen from the front side,
(b) c-Walker seen from the back side.
Nuova Blandino) which is not equipped with any device, but meets most of the require-
ments and has a strucutre which makes possible to add mechatronic components.
Fig. 2.1 shows two different view of the c-Walker equipped with all the devices de-
scribed in Sec. 2.2.
2.1 Mechatronic level
The mechatronic subsystem is a set of sensors and actuators strictly related with the
body frame of the walker. It is organised around a Control Area Network (CAN bus).
At the moment, six nodes are present in the network: one node per wheel, an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), and a Beaglebone. The Beaglebone is responsible for the
execution of the software component which periodically gathers data from the sensors of
the mechatronic subsystem and provides the data to the “upper” level.
The Beaglebone, besides a CAN interface, has also an Ethernet port. This makes
the board also part of the computing cluster where the cognitive subsystem is executed.
At the architectural level, the Beaglebone works mainly as a bridge between the two
different networks (Ethernet and CAN) and, therefore, as a software interface between
the mechatronic and cognitive subsystems. The use of a CAN bus network makes the
10
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Figure 2.2: Front wheel: CAN bus node, motor and absolute encoder are visible.
Figure 2.3: Back wheel: CAN bus node, brake and gear of the incremental encoder are visible.
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subsystem flexible beacuse it is easier to add or remove a node. The only thing to take
care of is to make sure that the Beaglebone knows about the existence of a sensor and
knows how to recognize and interpret its messages. Removal of a sensor will result only in
the absence of messages from the sensor without requiring specific care at the Beaglebone
side.
The cabling required for the CAN bus can also be used for the power supply wires.
Besides the IMU, which is powered directly from the 5 V of the CAN bus, all the other
nodes (Beaglebone included) receive a 12 V input, which is also the main input power of
the system. Every node has its own regulator circuit which takes care of providing the
sensors, actuators and processing units in the node with the appropriate voltage.
The nodes mounted on the wheels have a microcontroller to handle messages and
to interface with the sensors and actuators. The nodes on the back wheels have an
incremental encoder and a electric brake, while the nodes on the front wheels have an
absolute encoder and a motor.
In Fig. 2.3, it is possible to see the gear of the encoder, the brake and the node.
Incremental encoders are responsibile for counting the impulses produced by the rotation
of the wheels. The c-Walker kinematic model is equivalent to the one of the unicycle
with the back wheels being the two wheels considered in the model. Encoders data can
be used to determine linear and angular velocity of the walker frame and estimate its
location. The brakes mounted on the back wheels are electromagnetic devices which can
be actuated governing the operational current. The CAN bus node receives the set point
for the corresponding brake and periodically shares its current status. The brakes are
used in one of the guidance systems that could be exploited by the cognitive subsystem.
The front wheels are connected to a swivel that allows the free wheels to mechanically
adapt to the direction of the walker. We mounted two motors to the joints which allow us
to force indipendently the rotation of the wheels. The motor, together with the absolute
encoder and the relative CAN bus node, is visible in Fig. 2.2. Each one of the two nodes
can receive commands which require a rotation specifying direction, velocity and quantity
of movement. The motor also provides the number of steps of the shaft during actuation.
Wheel and motor may not move in accordance due to some friction issues, therefore on
the joint there is also an absolute encoder which allows us to track the actual orientation
of the wheel. Motors on the front wheels have been mounted in order to implement a
passive guidance system alternative to the brakes guidance system. The possibility to use
the motors in a complementary system with the brakes is something yet to be explored.
12
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Figure 2.4: Conceptual architecture of the c-Walker .
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Figure 2.5: Functional diagram of the system where c-Walker ’s internal modules and external
modules are shown.
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2.2 Functional modules
The cognitive subsystem encompasses all the abilities required to sense the environment,
to decide a plan and to see its correct execution in interaction with the assisted person
(e.g., deciding the set point for the guidance system implemented in the mechatronic layer,
and more generally through the different HMI solutions). Together with the cognitive
subsystem goes the most of the algorithmic components of the c-Walker .
In this subsystem, all the issues about the computational hardware and software ar-
chitecture are addressed. We decided to adopt a cluster of computing units connected
in a Ethernet network. Some of these units are directly connected to the devices used
in the system: sensors and actuators. The software components are allocated to a com-
puting unit in such a way that data flow from sensors is optimized. The communication
between the different software components is managed with a Publish/Subscribe com-
munication middleware. We selected ZeroMQ as messaging system, since it allows for
easy allocation of software components in different hardware modules. In particular, the
Publish/Subscribe method makes easy to establish communication between two compo-
nents that start execution in an asynchronous fashion. If a particular data output stream
is needed by more modules, multiple subscriptions to the same publisher are performed
without requiring software modification. The API is an abstraction of the TCP/IP socket
communication system and, besides simplifying the code, it allows to implement the com-
munication between two modules regardless of them being executed on the same platform
or in different units.
A wireless communication allows to exchange information also with the external com-
ponents. Fig. 2.5 does not show details of the cognitive subsystem since it is too complex
to be described in a single box, but it gives an overview of the interactions between the
majority of the components.
The mechatronic subsystem, represented with the Rollator component, is a funda-
mental source of information for the cognitive subsystem, since it provides movements
and position updates of the c-Walker . It also provides an alternative solution for system
corrective manipulation by actuating directly the mechanic, and therefore dynamic, of
the c-Walker itself. The objective of the Localisation module is to estimate in real–time
the position of the c-Walker . Such information is represented as X and Y coordinates
with respect to a known reference frame, and orientation expressed as the angle between
the X axes of the c-Walker and the reference frame, with the X axis of the c-Walker
corresponding to the forward direction. The algorithm is an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) that relies on multi–sensor data fusion [57]. The available sensors are the IMU,
back wheels encoders, a Radio-frequency identification (RFID) reader, a camera for Quick
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Response (QR) code detection, and a Kinect.
Encoders and IMU can be used to extract relative motion information of the c-Walk-
er , while RFID and QR provide global information about respectively position in terms
of X and Y coordinates, and orientation. Both components provide this information by
detecting/recognising the relative sensor object: RFID tag or QR code. In particular,
the QR code recognition is performed with an open source library zbar which, given an
image, determines if a QR code is present, and returns the image coordinates of the four
corners. The list of four corners is returned always in the same order and therefore it is
possible to have a global idea of the orientation of the code. Provided that the orientation
of the camera is known, it is possible to apply a roto–translation to the four points in
order to extract a more precise orientation of the mark [28]. The library also returns the
Id of the code which is stored in the code itself. For both RFID and QR the position of
the tags/marks is known.
Images captured with the Kinect are used by two modules. The Tracker, besides track-
ing people in the sorroundings, is able to provide relative motion information analyzying
two consecutive frames. The Model-Based Visual Localisation (MVL) is a cloud service
that receives an image and returns a global position of the c-Walker . The server already
contains a model of the environment built with a series of pictures. The received frame is
matched with the model in order to reconstruct the position of the camera, and therefore
the vehicle. The Global Planner is responsible to produce an optimal path to visit all of
the requested points of interest from a specified initial position. The planner manages the
persistent data related to the map of the environment and its working copy. All modules
that require information about the map and/or modify the knowledge of the environment
are required to communicate with the planner (e.g. heat maps, anomaly detector). Global
Planner consists of three main components: 1) the graph constructor, which generates a
data structure to represent the map of the environment and to create a persistent storage
of the map, 2) the graph manager, which manages the working copy of the data structure
and handles communication with external modules and update the local state of the map,
3) the planner, which produces the optimal path based on the current working copy of
the map [17]. Generated plans are given as input to a guidance system. We have dif-
ferent solutions based on active or passive approaches. Active approaches are based on
mechanics components like front steering wheels and back braking wheels. While, other
approaches that do not have an active interaction with the c-Walker frame, are consid-
ered passive and rely on stimuli signals that indicate the user the appropriate direction.
In this category we have systems that use an haptic interface and an audio interface.
The terminology active/passive is not to be confused with the one that defines where the
motive force comes from. In this sense, our solutions are always passive guidance systems
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since it is the user who provides it.
Our requirement analysis and our business case have converged on the support of alter-
native configurations. For example, the following three configurations could be proposed
as an effective response to clearly identify market targets and user requirements.
• Configuration 1: is the basic setup all other configurations build upon. The
configuration is intended for normally–abled users who simply ask for navigation
support. The main two functionalities are the Localisation and the Global Planner.
The user is allowed to enter her/his destination and the system produces a motion
plan that accounts for distances to be covered, density of people along the way
and preferences of the user (e.g., the user may wish to always have a policeman
within easy reach). While the user moves, the system tracks her/his position and
produces (on request) a large basis of potentially useful information on the touch
screen. It is worth observing that the two functionalities are indipendent and rely
on different hardware devices. Therefore, each subsystem can be subject to changes
in the algorithm and hardware without impacting the other one.
• Configuration 2: introduces a “lightweight” guidance support for users in need of
an higher level of assistance. This support is implemented by haptic devices and/or
audio interfaces. The guidance support comes along with a more complete version
of the Global Planner module, which acquires information of the surroundings and
modifies the plan to enforce safety requirements for the user (Local Planner).
• Configuration 3: adds a more aggressive guidance system (the so–called mechan-
ical guidance). This configuration is utilised when the user has a low level of auton-
omy and requires a very accurate assistance. The architecture modularity allows us
to create different configurations of the running system. This is possible by selecting
only the required modules of the functional diagram in Fig. 2.5.
The Localisation module itself is an example of configurability. In fact, selection of
different hardware components can create different systems because of the diversity of
sensor information utilized in the data fusion. The choice of the selected hardware is
motivated by a possible trade–off between system complexity, cost and efficiency. Cha. 3
will develop this issue more in depth.
At the moment, the majority of the software components of the cognitive subsystem
are executed in an industrial PC which is very compact and provides enough computa-
tional performance. Therefore, the computational infrastrucure is composed mainly by
the PC and the Beaglebone. Experiences in the field showed that a more distributed
architecture could be needed with configurations that require intensive use of great part
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of the components here described. Different computing units allow for the isolation of
functionalities and guarantee the required computational power. In particular, capturing
simultaneously from multiple vision devices is expensive from the resources point of view.
17
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Chapter 3
Localisation
3.1 System configuration
The main purpose of the localisation module is to continuously track the position of the c-
Walker inside the environment, thus enabling efficient planning and guidance algorithms.
With location we refer to the position in the map (represented as X and Y coordinates in
cartesian plan) and also the orientation.
The requirements on the localisation module can be summarized as follows:
• No, or very low cost, instrumentation or alteration of the environment thus resulting
in little to no maintenance.
• Positioning accuracy of at least one meter (in diameter) plus high angular resolution.
• Very high responsiveness as it is required for dynamic short term planning ( 1s) as
well precision motion control ( 0.1s)
• A positioning system that can solely work on the walker whenever external connec-
tivity is restricted (“survival mode”).
The module is not on mainstream wireless localisation techniques (WiFi, Bluetooth,
etc.) because some of these restrictions. While we are open to incorporate wireless
localisation techniques as additional cue whenever available, this was beyond the scope
of our project since we think they will advance on a general application level.
3.2 Components
The localisation module can be made of different software components, each one extracting
information from a specific sensor. Based on the nature of the sensor the complexity of
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Modality Incremental
(I) Absolute
(A)
Instrumented
environment
Processing:
on-board (L)
cloud service
(CS)
Computational
load @ mobile
platform
Wheel encoders I L →
Visual odometry I L ↑
RFID A X L →
Model-based
Visual Localisa-
tion
A X CS →
Table 3.1: Overview on Modalities.
the data processing changes, as well as the type of information extracted: incremental
information or global information. Incremental information are used to determine the
movement the c-Walker has performed starting from a known location, and to derive the
new configuration. Global information is the actual location of the c-Walker , or part of
its configuration (i.e., only orientation).
Tab. 3.1 shows a list of components used in this particular study. In the table differ-
ent features are described together with the ones mentioned above. In particular, some
components also require instrumentation of the environment. The Model-based Visual
Localisation (MVL) also requires a wireless connection in order to exploit a cloud service.
What follows is a description of the different components, even though not all the
available sensors used in the project are considered. The selected ones should cover all
the features listed in Tab. 3.1. We also describe some localisation techniques that can be
built using different sensors and their main characteristics. Some of the components could
be used in isolation to localise the c-Walker , but is the combination of some of them that
can achieve better perfomance.
3.2.1 Wheel encoders
Dead reckoning based on encoders represents the basic component for the presented solu-
tion to the localisation problem. For the system at hand, we have an encoder for each of
the two back wheels, thus allowing measurements of both angular and linear displacements
of the vehicle.
As widely recognized in the literature, dead reckoning solutions are prone to uncer-
tainty accumulations over time, mainly due to modeling inaccuracies and measurement
noises on the adopted sensor. Besides the intrinsic uncertainty of the encoders, the un-
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avoidable approximations of the mechanical components, mainly of the wheels radii and
wheel axle length, lead to a systematic error. Moreover, the underlying assumptions for
the adopted encoder-based localisation are: i) motion constrained on a plane surface; ii)
slippage avoidance of the wheels with respect to the ground and iii) pure rolling motion.
It is evident that the use of the sole encoders makes impossible to determine when these
assumptions are violated.
Nevertheless, the simplicity of the encoder data opens to high rate sampling and
therefore to a frequent update of the position estimates. As a consequence, the encoder
data are used in the prediction step of a Kalman filter, which is based on the unicycle-like
model. The choice of the Kalman filter reduces the computational load of the on-board
computing system due to its iterative nature.
3.2.2 Visual Odometry
This software component has been developed by Foundation for Research & Technology -
Hellas (FORTH)
FORTH’s implemented solution [64] provides simultaneous localisation mapping and
moving object tracking (SLAMMOT) in order to support the short range path planning
module of the c-Walker . A direct by–product of the method is visual odometry which
can be used as an additional cue to be fused with the rest of the localisation modalities
built into the c-Walker .
FORTH’s method uses RGB–D input acquired by the front facing sensor to build and
maintain a point cloud that represents the immediate environment around the user. It uses
a sparse 3D point cloud created for each frame and employs Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) to fit it on a dense model that is appropriately built and maintained.
On each frame, a number of points are selected from a superset produced by a feature
detector using the RGB input of the sensor. These points are then filtered and only the
ones with reliable depth values are kept. The point cloud produced by the filtered points
is then tested against the dense 3D point cloud of the model. The objective function
which gives the matching score between the input and the model, projects the points as
they would be seen from the camera and compares the generated depth maps of the dense
model and the filtered features.
In order to find the change in the position and orientation of the platform in the
world, multiple hypotheses are generated and evaluated using Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO) [41]. PSO is an evolutionary algorithm that achieves optimization based on
the collective behavior of a set of particles that evolve in runs called generations. The
rules that govern the behavior of particles emulate “social interaction”. A population of
particles is essentially a set of points in the parameter space of the objective function
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to be optimized. Canonical PSO, the simplest of PSO variants, has several attractive
properties. More specifically, it only depends on very few parameters, does not assume
knowledge of the derivatives of an objective function and requires a relatively low num-
ber of objective function evaluations. Moreover each generation of each particle does not
depend on the other particles. This allows for efficient implementations that compute all
the particles of each generation in parallel.
The resulting estimation produced by PSO is the relative movement of the platform
in the reference frame of the model. This estimation can be used in order to update the
model of the environment as well as to provide the aditional visual odometry cue to the
walker’s localisation module.
3.2.3 RFID tags
Radio–frequency identification (RFID) is used to obtain global position information. The
environment is instrumented with a series of tags with known ID and known location. An
antenna is placed on the vehicle that keeps emitting signals. When the vehicle is in the
proximity of a tag (usually an area of few centimeters), the emitted signal powers the tag
and allows it to send a message containing its ID. Upon ID reception, a search is performed
on a lookup table and location information is extracted. This global information is fused
with the available localisation estimate.
As for the encoders, data acquisition consists on message reception from a device.
The data rate is subject to the available signal emission frequency of the device. Data is
injected in a Kalman filter in the form of measurement update. Again, due to the nature
of the Kalman filter, the data fusion process is not computationally heavy for the mobile
platform.
As mentioned before, this subsystem asks for the instrumentation of the environment.
This opens the problem of finding the minimal number of tags to place in order to cover
the motion area in such a way that enough updates are performed and, hence, the desired
target localisation accuracy is met.
3.2.4 Model based visual localisation
This software component has been developed by Siemens
In many scenarios, the environment, in which localisation is performed, is not subject
to rapid changes in appearance, but more or less static over time. In such cases, MVL is a
powerful alternative to the global localisation methods described so far. Fig. 3.1 roughly
illustrates the idea of MVL. First, a 3D Model of the environment of interest is created
by capturing a multitude of highly overlapping images from different viewpoints. Using
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the concept of Structure–from–Motion (SfM), point correspondences are found between
images, from which the relative orientation between the cameras can be computed. These
point correspondences can then be triangulated to form a point cloud in 3D space, which
is aligned with the metric coordinate system of the real–world setting. The resulting
point cloud, together with the camera positions and orientations, serves as a synthetic
model of the environment. We used a slightly modified version of the incremental SfM
system described in [37]. With this system, we were able to create models from hundreds
of images in the order of a few minutes. Note that this process only needs to be carried
out once for each environment, as long as its appearance roughly stays the same.
In order to perform localisation, SIFT features are extracted in the camera image of
interest. As in the model creation stage, point correspondences are searched by matching
these features with the ones detected in the images used for capturing the model. Since
matching with typically hundreds of images is both time–consuming and, because of non–
overlapping image content in most images, unnecessary, a Vocabulary–Tree was used to
find the most similar images for matching, as described in [60].
Some of the matching feature points in the model images have 3D points associated
with them, yielding 2D-3D point correspondences between the image to be localised and
the point cloud. These correspondences are used to solve the Absolute Pose Problem,
requiring at least three such correspondences [33]. The problem is usually highly over–
determined, since much more correspondences can typically be found. Therefore, we
solved the problem using a RANSAC loop followed by an optimization over all inliers. It
is highly important to identify and eliminate wrong pose estimates, which can occur due to
the presence of wrong feature matches. The number of such matches can be significantly
high, but they are typically not consistent with the same solution. Therefore, we defined a
threshold of RANSAC inliers required for a valid solution. If the number of inliers is above
this threshold, but below a second, higher one, we additionally require the inlier–outlier
ratio to be above a certain value.
In the specific scenario of using a wheeled walker for localisation, we can also identify
wrong pose estimates if the height of the resulting camera position does not accord with
the fixed height on the walker, or if the viewing angle contains invalid pitch or roll compo-
nents. Since it should be possible to combine the localisation result with pose estimates
from other modalities using an Extended Kalman Filter, the covariance of the pose must
be estimated. Assuming Gaussian noise with variance σ corrupting the feature locations,
the covariance matrix Σ is computed as
Σ =
(
1
2
H
)−1
(3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Model based Visual Localization Pipeline. Multiple overlapping Images are used to
create a synthetic model of the environment. In the localization stage, 2D-3D correspondences
are found to compute the camera pose within this model.
, with H being the Hessian of the reprojection error E. The reprojection error function
is defined as
E =
N∑
i=1
‖PXi − xi‖2 (3.2)
, where N is the number of correspondences, Xi the i-th 3D point, P the associated
camera projection matrix xi and its corresponding 2D feature location.
3.3 Position tracking techniques
3.3.1 Kalman filter framework
The tracking of the position is performed by means of a Kalman filter based on the
kinematic unicycle–like model. Since the RGB-D camera adopted for the Visual Odometry
and the RFID antenna used for global position measures are mounted on the same position
in front of the walker, the Cartesian coordinates of such a frontal point of the walker,
namely X and Y, and the orientation of the vehicle θ are chosen as the system state.
Therefore, the kinematic of the frontal point and the orientation are expressed as:
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Q˙ =
X˙Y˙
θ˙
 =
v cos θ − Lω sin θv sin θ + Lω cos θ
ω
 (3.3)
where v and ω are the linear and angular velocities, and L is the distance between
the front and the back wheels. The nonlinearity of the system is addressed using point–
wise linearization and discretization, as customary in the Extend Kalman Filter (EKF)
approach here adopted. As a consequence, the inputs v and ω of the system, after dis-
cretization, become the linear and angular displacement of the vehicle, which are directly
observed with the encoders.
An alternative way to realize the prediction step is by integration of the relative dis-
placements observed with Visual Odometry. Since the nature of both the encoders and the
Visual Odometry is the same, we use the same system description for both these incremen-
tal approaches, which, in turn, simplifies the fusion of the two methods for the prediction
step. It is worthwhile to note that the combination of encoders and Visual Odometry
strengthen the prediction robustness to: i) typical encoders nuisances, as aforementioned;
ii) when the scene is not sufficiently rich for the Visual Odometry; iii) in case of occasional
hardware failures.
In [29], two different techniques to fuse data coming from different sensors have been
presented: one consists on a fusion in the measurement space which is then used in a
standard Kalman filter, the second one is the fusion of the estimation returned from
separated updates, each one based on the different sensors available. In the second case,
the fused predictions are used in the update step of a Kalman filter.
We follow this latter approach: two predictions, based on encoders and Visual Odom-
etry, are independently carried out, while the other sensor updates are performed in the
update step of the EKF as customary. It has to be noted that the sensors used in predic-
tion come with radically different rates, as the Visual Odometry is related to the camera
sampling rate (usually at 30 Hz), while the encoders can be sampled with much higher
rate (e.g., hundreds of Hz). Therefore, after the computation of the two parallel predic-
tion tracks, the fusion, which is based on the weight of the two sensors [29], is performed
upon the reception of the Visual Odometry estimates. After the fusion, the two tracks
are kept independent. The solution here proposed is necessarily suboptimal due to the
intrinsic nonlinearity of the system.
As previously described, data coming from the sensors that provide absolute measure-
ments are used in the update step of the EKF. Based on the nature of the sensor, it is
possible to update the whole state or only part of it. Moreover, while some of the global
readings can be available on a time–based fashion, e.g., the model–based visual localisa-
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tion, some other are purely event–based, e.g., the RFID tags. Due to this characteristic,
the approach followed is the fusion directly in the measurement space for the update step.
Notice that the structure of the EKF thus defined represents a framework that makes
possible the integration of additional very different sensors.
A further problem to be addressed is the presence of outliers coming from the model–
based visual localisation whenever different portions of the environment are visually highly
similar or in presence of scenes with a port level of distinctiveness. To increase the re-
siliency to outliers of the presented estimation scheme, we chose the Median Absolute
Deviation (MAD) criterion [70]. To this end, we first compute the median and the stan-
dard deviation of the correct measurements zc collected during the experimental trials
by visual inspection. Next, during the execution of the algorithm, the outlier is detected
each time the following measure
f =
| z −median(zc) |
std(zc)
(3.4)
exceed 3, as explained in [70]. The approach thus described proves to be very effective
in terms of outliers removal for the experiments at hand.
3.3.2 Modalities
In the process of selecting a technique, there are different issues to keep in consideration
which are also motivation to the study described in this chapter.
Encoders, although a relative low cost in terms of hardware, may require a particular
effort from the engineering point of view. The mounting on the wheels may not be straight
forward and may require the study of a gearing system. Moreover, a precise measurement
of the vehicle characteristics such as wheel radius and axle length is needed in case of
porting to a different walker or system.
The Visual Odometry, instead, has a lower cost (represented by the cost of the Kinect)
and the porting is performed by simply placing the sensor on the vehicle.
The two components are alternatives for two different techniques that rely on Visual
Odometry or encoders for the prediction step in EKF. The use of both of them can be
considered in favour of the reliability of the system. In fact, each one of the sensors can
compensate for failures of the other, as mentioned in the EKF description.
Global location measures are therefore provided from RFID or MVL. The first requires
an accurate instrumentation of the environment, but for very large scenarios a complete
instrumentation could not be affordable. The latter guarantees a better coverage given
that a wireless connection is guaranteed. However, it is probable to have a wireless
coverage in a public spaces and this could avoid efforts of the instrumentation procedure
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of the RFID system. A visit on-site, altough, is needed to reconstruct the model in the
environment. Furthermore, while the RFID is robust to changes in the scenario, the MVL
is sensitive to insertion or removal of elements of the environment.
The experimentation was aiming at gathering data in order to test the performance
of a set of techinques. We also defined as objective a succesful integration of the different
components that can allow for the creation of different techniques that are in some way
indipendent from the potential improvement, in isolation, of a single component. A first
analysis is focused on solely incremental solutions, while a second analysis considers the
following techniques:
1. WE + RFID: encoders and RFID. Mid cost due to the engineering and the instru-
mentation of the environment. No need for a cloud infrastructure.
2. WE + RFID + VO: encoders, RFID and Visual Odometry. Mid-high cost due
to the addition of a sensor.
3. WE + MVL: encoders and Model-based Visual Localisation. Mid cost, does not
need any particular instrumentation. An infrastructure is needed for the cloud ser-
vice.
4. VO + MVL: Visual Odometry and Model-based Visual Localisation. Low cost
and use of a single sensor.
5. TOT: encoders, RFID, Visual Odoemtry and Model-based Visual Localisation.
High cost since it requires all the components.
The MVL is also studied in isolation.
3.4 Evaluation
3.4.1 Environmental setup
All experiments have been conducted in two rooms linked by a corridor. See Fig. 3.2
for the room layout. The interior of the rooms has been prepared to reflect a shopping
mall like appearance by placement of large paper cubes with custom texture applied.
Additionally textures have been applied to pin board stands in room 2. Sample textures
can be seen in Fig. 3.2. The rest of the room interior consisted of furniture like office
equipment (desks, chairs), a wardrobe, posters, etc. as well as some special equipment
since those rooms are laboratories (pipes, electric control cabinet). The corridor did stay
rather plain, and hence lacks any visual features. In each room we did place nine equally
distributed RFID tags.
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Figure 3.2: Room layout with placement of RFID tags (red) and placed waypoints (blue).
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Figure 3.3: Impressions of the experimental setup.
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Experiment Description Waypoints
traversed
Room Options
A P-shape 1-11, 2 1 2 LR/HR
EM/CR
B J-Shape
with reverse
1-7, 7-1 2 LR/HR
C S-Shape
horizontal
12-22 1 LR/HR
EM/CR
D S-Shape
vertical
12,23,19-
21,24,25,14-
16,26,27
1 LR/HR
E D and B
connected
22-12, 7-1 Both LR/HR
Table 3.2: Description of individual experiments conducted.
3.4.2 Description of experiments
Description of Options:
• LR. Standard resolution of Asus Xtion camera sensor (i.e. 640x480) in favor of
higher frame rates (up to 25 fps).
• HR. Higher resolution of Asus Xtion camera sensor (i.e. 1280x1024) but with drop
in framerate to x fps.
• EM. No or very sporadic appearance of people in the scene.
• CR. Simulates frequent appearance of up to 3 people in front of the camera.
3.4.3 Ground truth and error metrics
For reasonable precise re-positioning of the walker at the location of different waypoints
we did implement the following configuration. Two laser pointing devices, actually laser
range meters but we did only use their laser beam, have been mounted on the inside of the
walker’s rear wheel axis on each side respectively. As the walker drives two laser beams
are projected onto the ground continuously. When reaching a desired waypoint position
we did place perforated stickers (two for each walker position hence we can determine
position and orientation) on the ground and did label them.
After placing all waypoint stickers we did manually measure them with respect to
three RFID tags which are visible from that waypoint and afterwards triangulated their
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positions. We believe this configuration allows for a precision in ground truth as well
as re-positioning on the 1-2 centimeter level as well as around one degree in orientation.
This uncertainty has to be kept in mind during the experimental results as some of the
modalities will get close to the uncertainty present in the ground truth.
Pose: Pose in our case of an Ackermann steering geometry consists of an x and y
position as well as a planar orientation in a 3 DOF–configuration.
Relative Pose Error (RPE): RPE measures the reconstructed relative transforma-
tions between nearby poses to the actual relative transformations (ground truth). In our
case the ground truth poses are quantized to subsequent waypoints hence we estimate the
RPE with respect to the waypoint spacing. RPE is well–suited for measuring the drift of
a dead reckoning system, for example drift per waypoint.
Self Localisation Error (SLE): A self-localisation algorithm, fed with different
sensor data streams collected in the same environment, is used to localise the platform
within the map. The precision of such localisation is evaluated by comparing it with the
actual pose of the platform (ground truth).
3.4.4 Experimental results
MVL in contrast to other approaches does not always yield a positive localisation response
to an arbitrary environmental query. Hence an additional metrics applies, which we call
“Self Localization coverage” (SLC) which we define as the percentage of query positions at
which MVL did respond with a positive result. For our experimental setup we determined
this value as 72% across all experiments conducted for the given waypoints. A qualitative
indication on the SLC at arbitrary positions can be observed in the section of qualitative
results.
RPE: Tab. 3.4.4 shows the performance of the predictions made with encoders and
Visual Odometry without measure updates. The RPE measures the accumulated error
from a waypoint to another, where the distance is 2 meters. It is possible to notice a better
performance of the encoders. This is due to the fact that the scene in some locations in
the scenario was not sufficiently rich for the Visual Odometry.
While the average error on orientation is low for both sensors, the Visual Odoemtry
has a higher deviation.
We can see that the fusion of the two sensors compensate for Visual Odoemtry failures
since the performance of the fusion is comparable to the one of the encoders in isolation.
SLE: Tab. 3.4.4 and Tab. 3.4.4 show the performance of the techniques that make use
of measure updates, respectively for position error and orientation error.
As for the RPE, also in the SLE fusion with encoders and Visual Odometry has similar
performance to the encoders (see the first two columns showing the techniques with RFID
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Exp WE VO WE + VO
Pos (cm) Ori (°) Pos (cm) Ori (°) Pos (cm) Ori (°)
µRPE σRPE µRPE σRPE µRPE σRPE µRPE σRPE µRPE σRPE µRPE σRPE
A
LR/EM 3.5 1.8 -0.2 1.2 31.7 21.2 1.8 7.3 3.6 2.0 -0.2 1.1
LR/CR 3.7 1.1 -0.5 1.9 41.9 23.8 -1.5 13.0 3.6 1.2 -0.5 1.9
HR/CR 3.2 1.9 -0.4 1.1 29.6 15.9 -0.3 5.2 3.3 2.0 -0.4 1.1
B
LR 3.9 1.9 -0.4 1.3 29.7 15.3 0.6 9.5 4.1 1.9 -0.4 1.3
HR 3.7 1.4 -0.3 1.4 55.5 111.9 11.1 33.3 4.2 2.0 -0.2 1.2
C
LR/EM 9.0 6.7 -0.2 2.0 39.8 15.5 -0.1 14.2 9.1 7.2 -0.2 2.0
LR/CR 12.4 7.7 0.1 2.9 53.6 35.4 -1.5 22.0 12.3 8.5 0.1 2.9
HR/EM 11.0 7.7 0.1 1.3 40.0 23.7 -3.1 13.6 11.0 7.9 0.1 1.3
HR/CR 10.9 7.9 -0.0 2.1 38.3 10.8 1.3 10.9 10.7 8.4 -0.0 2.1
D
LR 6.9 4.2 -0.1 2.0 50.2 24.6 -2.8 14.8 6.9 4.4 -0.1 2.0
HR 6.2 3.5 -0.1 1.9 45.0 25.1 -1.3 11.3 6.3 3.6 -0.1 1.9
E
LR 8.8 7.6 0.0 1.8 50.4 43.0 0.5 11.2 8.8 7.7 0.0 1.8
HR 9.7 8.3 0.0 1.9 64.3 126.2 -5.8 21.6 9.7 8.3 0.0 1.9
Tot 7.1 6.3 -0.1 1.7 44.7 56.2 -0.2 16.1 7.2 6.4 -0.1 1.7
Table 3.3: Relative Pose Errors (RPE) of the incremental modalities
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Exp WE + RFID WE +
RFID +
VO
MVL WE + MVL VO + MVL TOT
µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE
A
LR/EM 8.1 4.9 7.5 6.2 4.0 1.7 1.7 1.1 4.6 8.9 1.6 1.2
LR/CR 6.6 4.9 7.8 5.5 4.2 1.4 1.7 1.1 8.3 11.2 1.8 0.8
HR/CR 3.1 2.5 5.3 4.1 3.6 2.6 1.9 1.5 4.1 5.6 1.9 1.3
B
LR 3.6 3.2 4.1 2.9 3.6 2.6 1.3 1.5 5.2 10.6 1.3 1.5
HR 4.1 2.5 3.7 4.0 3.7 1.3 2.0 1.1 7.7 15.1 1.9 1.1
C
LR/EM 9.9 6.6 10.8 7.7 2.6 1.0 2.3 1.0 9.0 18.0 2.1 1.0
LR/CR 3.2 1.9 2.9 1.9 8.7 7.8 2.2 1.2 8.6 14.6 2.1 1.3
HR/EM 5.1 4.2 3.8 2.3 9.1 9.2 2.1 1.3 5.1 9.2 2.0 1.3
HR/CR 5.7 4.2 5.0 4.9 5.1 5.3 2.3 1.2 8.9 16.3 2.2 1.3
D
LR 11.7 6.3 10.0 6.1 2.4 0.7 1.7 0.9 3.7 4.0 1.6 1.0
HR 7.1 5.0 6.8 4.8 3.3 3.5 1.8 2.0 2.7 4.1 1.8 2.0
E
LR 7.9 6.9 7.3 6.8 6.4 5.7 3.4 3.1 6.2 6.8 3.3 3.1
HR 4.8 3.5 5.0 3.5 5.7 5.9 2.3 1.3 7.3 11.4 2.2 1.3
Tot 6.2 2.7 6.2 2.5 4.8 4.8 2.0 0.5 6.3 2.2 2.0 0.5
Table 3.4: Self Localisation Errors (SLE) - Position in cm
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Exp WE + RFID WE +
RFID +
VO
MVL WE + MVL VO + MVL TOT
µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE µSLE σSLE
A
LR/EM 2.2 1.8 2.3 1.8 0.6 0.5 0.6 1.3 1.9 5.9 0.5 1.3
LR/CR 2.6 2.2 3.0 2.6 0.9 0.7 0.9 1.4 2.7 7.5 0.9 1.4
HR/CR 2.0 1.4 2.5 1.8 0.8 0.7 0.9 1.4 1.6 8.9 0.8 1.4
B
LR 1.3 0.9 1.6 1.1 0.6 0.6 1.5 1.3 -1.6 5.8 1.4 1.3
HR 1.4 1.6 2.9 3.2 0.6 0.6 1.5 1.9 -3.8 7.9 1.4 1.9
C
LR/EM 4.4 3.5 4.7 4.0 1.2 1.1 -0.1 5.6 -4.4 9.4 -0.1 5.6
LR/CR 8.9 4.8 9.2 5.0 2.4 1.4 -0.3 5.8 -3.1 6.1 -0.3 5.7
HR/EM 4.9 4.5 5.0 4.2 0.6 0.6 0.2 6.2 -2.3 6.8 0.2 6.2
HR/CR 4.2 3.7 4.4 4.0 1.2 1.4 0.8 7.0 -2.8 6.1 0.7 7.0
D
LR 3.4 1.7 3.0 1.6 0.9 0.4 -0.2 2.3 3.6 22.1 -0.3 2.2
HR 3.8 2.2 3.4 2.2 0.8 0.6 -0.9 2.3 -5.6 7.3 -0.7 2.8
E
LR 4.7 3.8 5.3 4.0 1.3 0.7 0.3 4.6 -0.4 8.4 0.3 4.6
HR 7.5 7.0 7.9 6.8 1.2 0.8 0.4 4.5 -4.5 9.8 0.3 4.8
Tot 4.0 2.3 4.3 2.2 1.0 0.5 2.5 1.3 5.4 2.1 2.5 1.3
Table 3.5: Self Localisation Errors (SLE) - Orientation in degree
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updates).
The use of MVL increases the performance of the prediction with encoders. Adding to
the encoders and MVL the use of Visual Odometry and RFID does not show any particular
benefit. Moreover, MVL in isolation seems to mantain a more accurate estimation of the
orientation. We need to point out that MVL is used at a full rate, which may not be
possible in real applications since it requires an intense communication with the cloud
infrastructure. In the next session we show the evolution of performance using different
rates of MVL.
Visual Odoemtry can benefit from MVL too. This technique, due to its semplicity can
be used for a configuration in which the user does not need a precise guidance service,
but just directional indications.
MVL rates: We performed data analysis usign different rates of the MVL. This
study targets the techniqe that uses encoders and MVL, the technique that uses Visual
Odoemtry and MVL, and the total technique.
The experiment is divided in two subsets represented by the two possible frame rates
utilized with the Kinect. The considered rates are: every frame, every 1, 10, 50, 100
seconds. We can see that the evolution of the performance is monotonic, with performance
worsening with lower rates as expected.
The results for encoders and MVL for position and orientation is shown in Fig. 3.4 and
Fig. 3.5. The results for Visual Odoemtry and MVL are shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7.
Finally, the performance of the technique using all sensors is shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9.
Qualitative Results: In this section we present a selection of qualitative results in
continuous operation mode, i.e. each modality processes the raw data at maximum data
rate. For MVL we process each frame individually since we have no processing “memory”
and thus are independent on the frame rate being processed but still want to show the
stability of individual queries over time. All other modalities process at the frame rate
at which they actually run on the mobile platform which results in potential frame data
skipping to stay real-time. For qualitative comparison, we also determine a ground truth
(GT) trajectory which is computed with a specifically tailored Kalman smoother. This
technique is the combination of two steps [12]. First, we perform a forward recursion
using encoders, MVL updates and viewpoints timestamps. This part is a normal Kalman
filter without any knowledge of future data. Finally, a backward recursion (smoothing)
determines the trajectory considering the totality of the system evolution.
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Figure 3.4: Average and maximum error on position: localisation system with encoders and
MVL.
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Figure 3.5: Average and maximum absolute error on orientation: localisation system with
encoders and MVL.
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Figure 3.6: Average and maximum error on position: localisation system with Visual Odometry
and MVL.
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Figure 3.7: Average and maximum absolute error on orientation: localisation system with Visual
odometry and MVL.
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Figure 3.8: Average and maximum error on position: localisation system with all the com-
ponenets.
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Figure 3.9: Average and maximum absolute error on orientation: localisation system with all
the componenets.
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Figure 3.10: Trajectory reconstruction using only incremental sensors and fusion of them.
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Figure 3.11: Trajectory reconstruction using encoders or fusion of incremental sensors as pre-
diction and RFID for updates.
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Figure 3.12: Trajectory reconstruction using incremental sensors updated with MVL, and the
fusion prediction updated with both MVL and RFID.
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Chapter 4
Guidance
As already stated, the c-Walker aimes at providing guidance assistance to people with
different disabilities or difficulties. Not every person needs the same type of assistance:
some may need basic indications, some may need full support. Fo this reason, it is im-
portant to understand the kind of performance and user response we can obtain from
different actuators and guidance algorithms. What follows is a comparison of three guid-
ance mechanisms (acoustic, haptic, and mechanical) utilized in four different guidance
algorithms.
4.1 Guidance mechanisms
In this section, we describe the three main mechanisms that can be used as “actuators”
to suggest or to force changes in the direction of motion.
4.1.1 Bracelets
This software component has been developed by University of Siena.
Haptic guidance is implemented through a tactile stimulation that takes the form of a
vibration. A device able to transmit haptic signals through vibrations is said “vibrotac-
tile”.
Vibration is best transmitted on hairy skin because of skin thickness and nerve depth,
and it is best detected in bony areas. Wrists and spine are generally the preferred choice
for detecting vibrations, with arms immediately following. Our application is particularly
challenging for two reasons: I. the person receiving the signal is an older adult, II. the
signal is transmitted while the user moves. Movement is known to affect adversely the
detection rate and the response time of lower body sites ([39]). As regards the perception
of tactile stimula by older adults, [30] present studies on the effects of aging in the sense of
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Figure 4.1: The vibrotactile bracelet equipped with two vibrating motors (A) attached to an
elastic wristband (B). The Li-Ion battery and the Arduino board are in (C).
touch, which revealed that detection thresholds for several vibration intensities are higher
in older subjects in the age class 65+.
Bearing in mind these facts, we designed a wearable haptic bracelet in which two cylin-
drical vibro–motors generate vibratory signals to warn the user (Fig. 4.1). The subject
wears one vibrotactile bracelet on each arm in order to maximize the stimuli separation
while keeping the discrimination process as intuitive as possible. In particular, vibration
of the left wristband suggests the participant to turn left, and vice versa. On each bracelet
the distance between the two motors is about 80 mm. In two-point discrimination, the
minimal distance between two stimuli to be differentiated is about 35 mm on the fore-
arms and there is no evidence for differences among the left and right sides of the body,
according to [84]. In order to reduce the aftereffect problem typical of continouos stimuli
and to preserve users’ ability to localize vibration, we selected a pulsed vibrational signal
with frequency 280 Hz and amplitude of 0.6 g, instead of a continuous one. In particular,
when a bracelet is engaged its two vibrating motors alternatively vibrates for 0.2 s. The
choice of using two vibrating motors instead of one was the effect of a pilot study in which
a group of older adults tested both options and declared their preference for the choice
of two motors. The choice of frequency and amplitude of the vibrations was another
outcome of this study (see [74]).
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From a technical point of view, the communication is realized with an RN42 Bluetooth
module connected to an Arduino mini pro 3.3 V with a baud rate of 9600. From the
technological point of view, two Precision Microdrives 303-100 Pico Vibe 3.2 mm vibration
motors were placed into two fabric pockets on the external surface of the bracelet (the
width of the wristband is about 60 mm), with shafts aligned with the elbow bone. The
motors have a vibration frequency range of 100 Hz-280 Hz (the maximal sensitivity is
achieved around 200 Hz-300 Hz), lag time of 21 ms, rise time of 32 ms and stop time of 35
ms. The application of a different voltage allows us to control frequency and amplitude
of the vibration, to determine the best choice. The bracelet weighs about 80g, guarantees
about 4 hours of battery life with one motor always turned on and can be easily worn
underneath the shirt.
4.1.2 Audio interface
The acoustic interface communicates to the user the direction to take by transmitting
synthetic signals through a headphone. For instance, when the system aims to suggest a
left turn to the user, it reproduces a sound that is perceived by the user as coming from
a point on her left aligned with the direction she is supposed to take. This is possible
thanks to the application of the binaural theory.
The software module that generates this sound is called Audio Slave and it receives
from a master the spatial coordinates (Sx, Sy) of the point that is required to be the
source of the sound. The audio slave converts the cartesian coordinates into a pair (r, θ)
of relative polar coordinates, in which r represent the distance between the virtual sound
source and the centre of the listener’s head, and θ represent the azimuthal angle. The pair
(r, θ) univocally identifies the position of the sound source on the horizontal plane. θ takes
on the value 0 when the source is in front of the user, positive angles identify positions on
the right hand side, and negative values of θ identify positions on the left of the listener.
The guidance signal is a white noise with duration 50 ms, which is repeated every 150 ms.
The binaural processing algorithm has been used to implement two different versions of
the guidance interface:
• Left/Right Guidance;
• Binaural Guidance.
Using the Left/Right Guidance Interface, the system reproduces only virtual sources
placed at θ = 90◦ or at θ = −90◦ to suggest a right turn or a left turn, in the same way
as the haptic interface. With the Binaural Guidance Interface, a virtual sound source
is allowed to be in any position. The resulting suggestion is not merely for a turn, but
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it specifies a finer grained information on the exact direction. In this case, to ensure
the correct displacement of the virtual sound relative to the user head orientation, an
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) monitors the listener’s head position with respect to
the c-Walker .
Both the interface implementations are based on the same sound rendering engine
which is based on the physics of sound waves. Each of the sound samples is delayed,
and attenuated according to the principles of sound wave propagation. The binaural ef-
fect is obtained by proper filters that reproduce the presence of the listener’s head and
consider the ears displacement. However, the guidance interface is meant to generate
recommendations on the direction to follow; therefore, stimuli have been processed with-
out reverberation. As a consequence, users will perceive the sounds as intracranial, since
the absence of reverb makes it difficult to externalize virtual sound stimuli. In both the
audio interface implementations, the sound signals at the two channels are delayed, and
attenuated according to the relative position of the virtual sound source and the listener’s
ears in the virtual space.
4.1.3 Mechanical Steering
The mechanical system based on steering uses the front caster wheels to suggest the user
which direction to follow. The positioning of the wheels causes the c-Walker to perform a
smooth turn manoeuvre without any particular intervention from the user and therefore
is considered as an active guidance. That is, the user provides only the necessary energy
to push the vehicle forward.
More in depth, the c-Walker is endowed with two caster wheels in front of the device,
which are connected to a swivel that enables them to move freely around their axis.
Taking advantage of this feature, we applied steppers motors to the joints to change the
direction of the wheels by a specified amount. The presence of non-idealities (e.g., friction
and slippage of the gears) can possibly introduce a deviation between the desired rotation
angle and the actual one. Therefore, we need a position control scheme operating with
real–time measurements of the current angular position of the wheels. Such measurements
are collected by an encoder that is mounted on the same joint as the stepper motor. The
connection between wheel and motor is through a gear system such that a complete turn
of the wheel is associated with 4 turns of the motor. Every complete turn of the motor is
400 steps. The stepper motor and the encoder are controlled by a small computing node
that is interfaced to the rest of the system through a CAN bus. The motor, together with
the absolute encoder and the relative CAN bus node, is visible in Fig. 2.2.
With a fixed periodicity, the node samples the encoder and broadcasts the sensor
reading through the bus. The node can also receive a CAN message coming from other
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Message
structure
Broadcat
message
Actuation
message
ID 0x180 + NodeID 0x200 + NodeID
len 8 8
D0 ABS LSB DEG LSB
D1 ABS MSB DEG MSB
D2 HOLD STATE SPEED LSB
D3 0x00 SPEED MSB
D4 MOT POS LSB DIR
D5 ... HOLD
D6 ... 0x00
D7 MOT POS MSB
SET ABS
OFFSET
Table 4.1: The structure of the periodic CAN messages used in the communication with the
front wheels.
computing devices that requires a rotation of the wheels specifying the number of degree
of rotation and the angular velocity (deg/s). The values are automatically converted
in steps and used in a PID control loop that moves the wheel to the specified angular
position. A different message is associated with the hold state, meaning that the motor
remains in the current position. A special CAN packet specifies the amount of current
used in stepper motor, with high values corresponding to larger torques (both during
motion and in the hold state) and to a stiffer behaviour. Small values of the current are
associated with softer actions that the user can easily override forcing her way through.
Tab 4.1 describes the structure of the CAN messages.
4.2 Guidance algorithms
The guidance algorithms relies on an accurate estimate of the position of the c-Walker
with respect to the planned path. Since the latter is generated internally by a module
of the c-Walker (see [17]), only the knowledge on the position Q = [x y]T and of the
orientation θ expressed in some known reference frame is needed. This problem, known
in the literature as localisation problem, is solved in the c-Walker using the solutions
proposed in [58, 57].
With this information it is possible to determine the Frenet-Serret point Fa, that is
a point on the path representing the intersection between the projection of the vehicle
and a segment that is perpendicular to it and tangent to the path, as in Fig. 4.2 (a).
We define as yd and θd respectively the distance along the projection of the vehicle to
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Figure 4.2: Graphic representation of the localisation of the c-Walker with respect to the path:
(a) Frenet-Serret reference, (b) Virtual vehicle reference. In the Frenet-Serret reference frame,
the vehicle always lies on the yd axis.
Fa and the difference between the orientation of the c-Walker and the orientation of the
tangent to the path in the projection point. All the proposed guidance algorithms use
this information to compute the specific “actuation”.
We observe that the objective of the guidance algorithms is not the perfect path
following of the planned trajectory. In fact, such an objective would be very restrictive
for the user and perceived as too authoritative and intrusive. In order to give the user
the feeling of being in control of the platform, she is allowed an error (in both, position
and orientation) throughout the execution of the path that is kept lower than a desired
performance threshold. Therefore, the path can be considered as the centre line of a
virtual corridor in which the user can move freely.
4.2.1 Haptic and Acoustic algorithms
The haptic and acoustic guidance algorithms generate a quantised control action, which
can be described with an alphabet of three control symbols: a) turn right; b) turn left;
c) go straight. This is a good compromise between accuracy and cognitive load for the
interpretation of signals.
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The symbol to be suggested to the user is determined by the desired turning towards
the path. A straightforward way to compute such a quantity is to determine the angular
velocity an autonomous robotic unicycle–like vehicle would follow in order to solve the
path following problem. To this end, we have designed a very simple control Lyapunov
function which ensures a controlled solution to the path following in the case of straight
lines acting only on the vehicle angular velocity and irrespective of the forward velocity
of the vehicle. Such a controller works also for curved paths if we are only interested on
the sign of the desired angular velocity.
To see this, consider the kinematic model of the unicycle (which is an accurate kine-
matic model of the c-Walker)
x˙d = cos(θd)v,
y˙d = sin(θd)v,
θ˙d = ω,
(4.1)
where v 6= 0 is the forward velocity and ω its angular velocity. yd and θd are the quantities
defined in the previous section, while xd is the longitudinal coordinate of the vehicle that,
in the Frenet-Serret reference frame is identically zero by definition. It has to be noted
that (xd, yd) are then the cartesian coordinates, in the Frenet-Serret reference frame, of
the midpoint of the rear wheels axle. In light of model (4.1) and remembering that xd
does not play any role for path following, we can set up the following control Lyapunov
function
V1 =
kyy
2
d + kθθ
2
d
2
, (4.2)
which is positive definite in the space of interest, i.e., (yd, θd), and has as time derivative
V˙1 = kyyd sin(θ)v + kθθω, (4.3)
where ky > 0 and kθ > 0 are tuning constants. Imposing ω equals to the following desired
angular velocity
ωd = −qθθd − ky
kθ
yd
sin(θd)
θd
v, (4.4)
with qθ > 0 additional degree of freedom, the time derivative in (4.3) is negative semidef-
inite; using La Salle and Krasowskii principles, asymptotic stability of the equilibrium
point (yd, θd) = (0, 0) can threfore be established, with the c-Walker steadily moving
toward the path.
As a consequence, the sign of ω rules the direction of switching: a) if ω > tω then the
user has to turn left; b) if ω < −tω then the user has to turn right; c) if ω ∈ [−tω, tω]
then the user has to go straight. tω is a design threshold used to be traded between the
user comfort and the authority of the control action.
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In order to implement the idea of the virtual corridor around the path and to increase
the user comfort, the actuation takes place only when V1 in (4.2) is greater than a certain
V max1 , which is defined as in (4.2) when yd = yh is half the width of the corridor, and
θd = θh defines half of the amplitude of a cone centered on the corridor orientation in which
the c-Walker heading is allowed. For the haptic, acoustic algorithms the parameters that
define the corridor are the same, that are yh = 0.3 m and θh = 0.52 rad. Similarly, the
constants qθ, ky and kθ are fixed to the same values for both haptic guidance and acoustic
guidance. However, they are changing according to the c-Walker actual position: when
the position is outside the corridor, ky = 1 and kθ = 0.1, so that the controller is more
active to steer the vehicle inside the corridor; when, instead, the c-Walker is within the
corridor boundaries, ky = 0.1 and kθ = 1 in order to highly enforce the current orientation
tangent to the path. The position of the c-Walker inside the corridor is determined by
simply checking if yd ≤ yh.
Finally, to take into account the corridor, the ω = αωd, where α is a time varying
paremeter related to the corridor, i.e.,
α = min(1,
V1
V max1
). (4.5)
The turning rule related to the sign of ω is then applied as previously described.
Acoustic source computation
For the acoustic guidance system, the sound source position has to be properly identified.
To this end, let us define the circle centered in the vehicle position Q and having radius ds
(ds = 1.2m in the experiments). Let us further define dp as the segment joining the origin
of the Frenet-Serret reference frame Fa with the intersection point P between the circle
and the tangent to the circle in the origin of Fa. (see Fig. 4.3 for reference). If multiple
solutions exist, the one being in the forward direction of the walker is considered. If only a
solution exists, i.e., yd = |ds|, then P coincides with the origin of Fa. Finally, no solution
exists if yd ≥ |ds|, therefore P lies on the segment that connects Q to Fa.
We define S as the point closer to P and lying on the path. If the c-Walker is close
to a straight component of the path or at a distance greater than ds, S = P . Otherwise,
S is computed as the projection of P on the path. S is the desired sound source with
respect to a fixed reference frame, which has to be transformed in the c-Walker reference
coordinate systems by
Scw =
[
sxcw
sycw
]
=
[
cos(θ) sin(θ)
− sin(θ) cos(θ)
]
(S −Q).
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Fa
Q
P
S
ds
dp
Fa
Q
S
ds
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Graphic representation of the acoustic signal source: (a) c-Walker close to the path
and sound projected ahead, (b) c-Walker too distant from the path and sound projected toward
the Frenet-Serret point.
With the choice just illustrated, if the distance from the path is greater than yd ≥ |ds|,
the target is pushed to the planned path following the shortest possible route.
Actuation
Haptic: The bracelets are actuated according to the direction to follow. There are two
choices of actuation: the first considers the value of ω as discussed above, while the second
considers the value of sycw as computed in Sec. 4.2.1. In both cases, the sign determines
the direction of turning.
Left/Right Three cones, having the vertices in Q, are defined: L, R and S. The cones
divide the semicircle in front of the vehicle and with center in Q in three equal sectors.
If Scw ∈ L, the user has to turn left; if Scw ∈ R , the user has to turn right; if Scw ∈ S,
the user has to go straight. Positions behind the user are transformed in turn left or right
depending on the postion of Scw. Using this taxonomy and the value of α in (4.5), the
slave application determines whether the sound has to be played or not and from which
position.
Binaural The binaural algorithm fully exploits the reference coordinates Scw using a finer
granularity of positions then the Left/Right acoustic guidance. The number of cones is
now equal to 7, with three equally spaced cones on the right and on the left the forward
direction of the trolley. Each cone has a characteristic angle βi, that is the one that
equally splits the cone from the cart perspective. The described mechanism has the role
of discretising the possible sound directions, since the human auditory system does not
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have the sensibility to distinguish a finer partition. Again, positions behind the user
are treated as in the Left/Right approach in order to avoid front/back confusion that
commonly affects binaural sound recognition [6]. As a result of this quantisation, the
new position of the sound source is Ss. By defining with θi the user’s head orientation
measured with the IMU placed on top of the headphone, the final sound source Sp is
computed as
Sp =
[
cos(θi) sin(θi)
− sin(θi) cos(θi)
]
Ss.
4.2.2 Mechanical system: steering
The rationale of the steering wheels controller is in the nature of the kinematic model.
With respect to the model adopted in (4.1), which represents a unicycle-like vehicle model
with differential drive on the back wheels, controlling the c-Walker using the steering
wheels implies a different dynamic for the orientation rate, that becomes
θ˙d =
tan(φ)
L
v, (4.6)
where φ is the steering angle. Since the steering angle is generated through the actuation
of the front caster wheels, it is directly controlled in position by means of the stepper
motors. Moreover, φ ∈ [−pi, pi) and, hence, there is no theoretical limit on the value of θ˙d.
Nonetheless, there exists a singular point when v = 0, which can be ruled out because in
such a case the path following does not have any sense even for the model in (4.1). This
condition implies that acting on the steering wheels do not allow a turn on the spot.
As a consequence, it is possible to select any feasible path following controller conceived
for the unicycle to solve the problem at hand. The controller adopted is the one proposed
by [78], which is flexible (indeed, there are tuning parameters for the approaching angle
to the path), and can be extended to include dynamic effects and uncertain parameters.
The adopted controller, which is an extension of the one presented in [55], is based on the
idea of a virtual target travelling on the path. Its adaptation to our context is discussed
below.
Let V be the coordinates of the Virtual vehicle. The objective is to make the c-Walker
perfectly track the Virtual vehicle. The position of the walker Q can be expressed in a
global frame G with GQ = |Q 0|T = |x y 0|T . Alternatively, the point can be expressed
in the frame V, which coincides with the point V , with VQ = |sv yv 0|T .
Expressing with θc the orientation in the global frame of the tangent to the path in
V , with s the curvilinear abscissa of V along the path, and with c(s) the curvature of
the path in that point, we have ωc = θ˙c = c(s)s˙. It is now possible to express the new
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kinematic equations of the c-Walker w.r.t. the new frame V starting from (4.1). Indeed,
starting from the rotation matrix relating G to V, i.e.,
VRG =
 cos(θc) sin(θc) 0− sin(θc) cos(θc) 0
0 0 1
,
we first derive the velocity of the c-Walker :
GQ˙ =G V˙ +G RV
VQ˙+G RV(ωc ×V Q),
VRG
GQ˙ =V V˙ +V Q˙+ (ωc ×V Q),
VRG
x˙y˙
0
 =
s˙0
0
+
s˙vy˙v
0
+
−c(s)s˙yvc(s)s˙sv
0
,
and, then, we can express them ass˙vy˙v
θ˙v
 =
−s˙(1− c(s)l) + v cos(θv)−c(s)s˙sv + v sin(θv)
ω − c(s)s˙
 (4.7)
where θv = θd − θc. Using Lyapunov techniques, it is possible to define the following set
of control laws (see [78] for further details)
s˙ = v cos(θv) +K2sv,
δ(yv, v) = −Kδ tanh(yvv),
θ˙v =δ˙(yv, v)−K4K1yvv sin(θv)− sin(δ(yv, v))
θv − δ(yv, v)
−K3(θv − δ(yv, v)),
where s˙ represents the progression of the Virtual vehicle on the path, δ(yv, v) is the angle
of approach of the vehicle with respect to the path (that can be tuned as necessary),
while the Ki are tuning constants. With this choice, θ˙v + c(s)s˙ is the angular velocity
reference θ˙v of the c-Walker , which can be generated by solving with respect to φ the
equation (4.6).
It has to be noted that φ is the reference of the wheel if the half-car model is adopted. In
order to transform the reference φ to a reference for the left and right wheel, the constraint
imposed by the Ackerman geometry are imposed. Finally, in order to implement the idea
of the corridor previously presented, the actual steering angle imposed to the wheels
considers the reference computed as described in this section as a reference φd, which is
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used in combination with the actual orientation φa. More precisely, using the value of α
in (4.5), the commanded orientation of the steering wheel is given by φ = αφd+(1−α)φa.
The value of the threshold in this case is increased to θh = 1.62 rad.
4.3 Implementation
The c-Walker hardware adn software architecture has been designed for an easy integra-
tion of heterogeneous components, possibly developed by different teams (see Cha. 2).
The core modules of the architecture are shown in Fig. 4.4. The scheme is more specific
than the one presented in Fig. 2.5 since it is focused on the guidance subsystem.
The Planner decides the plan to be followed based on: 1. the requests and the
preferences of the user, 2. the map of the environment, 3. the presence of obstacles and
crowded areas along the way. While the c-Walker is moving, it collects information from
the environment and the planned path can be updated to avoid obstacles or safety risks.
The Localisation module integrates information from several sources (encoders, Inertial
platform, cameras, RFID reader) to produce an updated information on the estimated
position of the vehicle in the environment with a few centimetres position. A mechatronic
subsystem encapsulates all the modules that are used to read and process sensor data
from the encoders and from the inertial sensors. Additionally, the mechatronic module
contains all the logic required to send command to the actuators (e.g., the motorss on the
caster wheels). The mechatronic system is reached through a CAN bus.
These core modules can be interconnected with other modules to implement the diffent
guidance solutions discussed above, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
It was described in Cha. 2 that the different components are itnerconnectd using a
publisher/subscriber middleware, whereby a component can publish messages that are
broadcast through all the diffferent level of networking (CAN bus for mechatronic com-
poenents, ethernet for high level sensors and computing nodes) in the c-Walker . This is a
key enabler for the adoption of a truly component–based paradigm, in which the different
guidance systems can be obtained by simply tuning on some of the moduels and allowing
them to publish messages or subscribe to messages. Three different configurations are
schematically shown in Fig. 4.5.
Fig. 4.5 shows how the three guidance systems we present in this chapter interact with
the c-Walker .
The scheme on the top of the figure refers to mechanical guidance. The Planner peri-
odically publishes updated plans (i.e., the coordinates of the next points to reach). This
information subscribed to by a path follower that implements the algorithm presented
in Section 4.2.2. This component decides a direction for the wheel that is transmitted
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Figure 4.4: The block-scheme of the c-Walker architecture with its core components: mecha-
tronic subsystem, localisation subsystem and planner.
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Figure 4.5: The block-scheme of the three guidance systems. The three solutions interact with
the c-Walker by means of the same software interface, but then are diversified in the way they
perform the actuation.
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to a Wheel Poisition Controller using the Publish/Subscribe middleware. This com-
ponent also receives real–time information on the current orientation of the wheel and
decides the actuation to set the direction to the desired position. The schemes on the
middle and on the bottom apply, respectively, to haptic and acoustic (and binaural) guid-
ance. In this case the Path Follower Components implements the algorithms discussed
in Sec. 4.2.1 and transmits its input either the Haptic Slave (see Sec. 4.1.1) or the the
Audio Slave (see Sec. 4.1.2).
4.4 Experimental results
4.4.1 Study 1
A formative evaluation was designed to compare and contrast the performance of the dif-
ferent guidance systems. Since the preliminary state of user research in this field [87, 86],
the main focus of the evaluation was on system performance, rather than on the user
experience. The study had two concurrent objectives: to develop a controlled experi-
mental methodology to support system comparisons and to provide practical information
to re-design. In line with an ethical application of the inclusive design process [40], at
this early stage of the methodological verification process of an evaluation protocol, we
involved a sample of University students.
Participants
Thirteen participants (6 females, mean age 30 years old, ranging from 26 to 39) took part
in the evaluation. They were all students or employees of the University of Trento and
gave informed consent prior to inclusion in the study.
Design
The study applied a within-subjects design with Guidance (4) and Path (3) as experimen-
tal factors. All participants used the four guidance systems (acoustic, haptic, mechanical,
binaural) in three different paths. The order of the system conditions was counterbalanced
across participants.
Apparatus
The experimental apparatus used in the experiment is a prototype of the c-Walker shown
in Figure 2.1.
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The experiments reported here were organised as multiple repetions of relatively short
trajectories. We believe that the adoption of this paradigm produces results comparable to
“fewer” repetitions of longer trajectories, in a more controllable and repeatable way. This
simplifies the localisation problem. Indeed, the mere use of relative localisation provides
acceptable accuracy with an accumulated error below 5cm, when the system operates for
a small time (e.g., smaller than 50m) [57]. Therefore the activation of absolute positioning
systems which would entail some instrumentation in the environment (e.g., by deploying
RFID tags in known positions) was not needed.
The short term Planner in the c-Walker is reactive: it collects real–time information
in the environment and uses it to plan safe courses that avoid collisions with other people
or dangerous areas [17]. In this context, we could disable this feature since the experiments
took place in free space, without any dynamic obstacles along the way. The planner was
configured to generate three different virtual paths (60 centimetres wide and 10 meters
long): straight (I), C shaped (C) and S shaped (S). The width of the virtual corridor was
above 30 centimetres to the left and to the right of centre of the c-Walker . The C path
was a quarter of the circumference of a circle with a radius of 6.37 meters. The S path
comprised three arches of a circumference with a radius of 4.78 meters. The first and the
third arches were 1/12, while the one in the centre was 1/6 of the whole circumference. The
second arch was bent in the opposite direction compared to the other two. In total there
were 6 path variations, two symmetric paths for each shape.
Finally, the Path Follower component implements the guidance algorithms described
in Section 4.2. The concrete implementation was adapted to the different guidance algo-
rithms. For mechanical guidance, the component decides a direction for the wheel that is
transmitted to a Wheel Poisition Controller. This component also receives real–time
information on the current orientation of the wheel and decides the actuation to set the
direction to the desired position. For the haptic and the acoustic (and binaural) guidance,
the Path Follower implements the algorithms discussed in Section 4.2.1 and transmits
its input either to the Haptic Slave or to the Audio Slave, as detailed in Section 4.1.1
and Section 4.1.2 respectively.
Procedure
The evaluation was run in a large empty room of the University building by two exper-
imenters: a psychologist who interacted with the participants and a computer scientist
who controlled the equipment. At the beginning of the study, participants were provided
with the instructions in relation to each guidance system. It was explained that they
had to follow the instruction of the c-Walker : while they were on the correct trajectory
there would be no system intervention. Otherwise, each system would have acted in dif-
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ferent ways. The mechanical system would have turned the front wheels modifying its
direction onto the right path. In this case, participants could not force the walker and
might only follow the suggested trajectory. At the end of the mechanical correction, the
participants were given back the control of the walker. For the haptic/acoustic guidance,
a vibration/sound (either on the left or right arm/ear) would have indicated the side of
the correction necessary to regain the path. It was stressed that under these conditions
there was no information indicating the turn intensity. Finally, the binaural guidance
would have provided a sound indicating the direction and (the amount of the correction).
Participants were told to be careful in following the instructions to avoid bouncing
from one side to the other of the virtual corridor. It was also suggested that whenever
they felt like zigzagging, the actual trajectory might be likely in the middle.
Before each trial, the appropriate device was put on the participant (i.e., headphones
or haptic bracelets). Only in the case of the binaural system, participants were given a
brief training to make them experience the spatial information of the sounds. The starting
position of each trial varied among the four corners of a rectangular virtual area (about 12
x 4 meters). The c-Walker was positioned by the experimenter with a variable orientation
according to the shape of the path to be followed. Specifically, at the beginning of each
I trial, the walker was turned 10 degrees either to the left or to the right of the expected
trajectory. At the beginning of each C and S trials, the walker was located in the right
direction to be followed. Participant started walking after a signal of the experimenter
and repeated 10 randomised paths for each guidance system.
At the end of each system evaluation, participants were invited to answer 4 questions,
addressing ease of use, self-confidence in route keeping, acceptability of the interface in
public spaces and an overall evaluation on a 10 points scale (10=positive). Moreover,
participants were invited to provide comments or suggestions. The evaluation lasted
around 90 minutes, at the end participants were thanked and paid 10 euros.
Data analysis
Performance was analysed considering four dependent variables. A measure of error was
operationalized as deviation from the optimal trajectory and calculated using the distance
of the orthogonal projection between the actual and the optimal trajectory. We collected
a sample of 100 measurement (about one value every 10 centimetres along the curvilinear
abscissa of the path) that were then averaged. Time was measured between the start
of participant’s movement and the moment the participant reached the intended end
of the path. Length measured the distance walked by the participant, whereas speed
corresponded to the ratio between the length and the time.
For each participant and guidance system, we averaged an index scores for the four S,
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Figure 4.6: Different metrics as function of Guidance and Path: (a) average error (cm), (b)
average time (s), (c) average length (m), (d) average speed (m/s).
the four C and the two I paths. Data analysis was performed employing the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the factors ‘Guidance’ and ‘Path’. Post-
hoc pairwise comparisons corrected with Bonferroni for multiple comparisons (two tails)
were also computed.
Results
Error Descriptive statistics of error are reported in Fig. 4.6 (a) as a function of Guidance
and Path. The ANOVA highlighted a significant effect for Guidance F (3, 36) = 27.4,
p < .01, Path F (2, 24) = 17.3, p < .01 and for the interaction F (6, 72) = 10.3, p < .01.
Post-hoc pairwise comparison (Tab. 4.2) indicated that the mechanical guidance differed
significantly from all the others (p < .01) being the most precise. Moreover, the acoustic
guidance was significantly different from the haptic (p < .01). Post-hoc comparisons
indicated that the I path was significantly easier from the other two (p < .01).
In the mechanical guidance condition, the error was not affected by the path and
showed very low variability among participants. On the contrary, for all other conditions
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Guidance I C S Average
Pairwise
comparison
Acoustic 33.0 32.2 53.7 39.6 I vs. S,
p = .053 C
vs. S,
p < .05
Haptic 55.0 57.4 109.7 74.0 I vs. C and
S, p < .01
Mechanical 17.1 18.3 18.8 18.1 n.s.
Binaural 42.1 86.3 58.7 62.4 I vs. C,
p < .05
Average 36.8 48.6 60.2
Pairwise
comparison
M vs. A and
H, p < .01 A
vs. H,
p = .07
A vs. H and
M, p < .01 A
vs. B,
p < .05 M
vs. H and B,
p < .01
M vs. all,
p < .01, H
vs. A and B,
p < .01
Table 4.2: Average error (cm) for each experimental condition and significant post-hoc pairwise
comparisons.
there was an effect of Path on the magnitude of the error. Mostly for the haptic, but also
for the acoustic guidance, the S path had the highest error. Interestingly, for the binaural
guidance, the highest error emerged with the C path. Fig. 4.7 shows some qualitative
results of the experiments.
Time The ANOVA on time showed a significant effect for Guidance F (3, 36) = 3.98,
p < .05, Path F (2, 24) = 7.54, p < .01 and for the interaction F (6, 72) = 2.89, p < .05.
Fig. 4.6 (b) shows the average time in relation to both Guidance and Path. Post-hoc
pairwise comparison showed that the mechanical guidance system was significantly faster
than the haptic (p < .05), and that the I path differed significantly from the S path
(p < .05). Walking time was independent of Path for the mechanical and the binaural
guidance. Conversely, the S path was performed significantly slower than the I path
for both the acoustic and the haptic guidance. The average time and the results of the
post-hoc pairwise comparisons are summarized in Tab. 4.3.
Length Only two participants (both in the S path and the binaural guidance condition)
walked less than the optimal path length. The ANOVA showed a significant effect for
Guidance F (3, 36) = 15.1, p < .01, Path F (2, 24) = 9.1, p < .01 and for the interaction
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Figure 4.7: Some examples of qualitative results for different guidance algorithms: (a) mechan-
ical, (b) haptic, (c) audio, (d) binaural. The trajectory of the user is the dash line.
F (6, 72) = 6.1, p < .01. Post-hoc comparisons indicated that the haptic guidance differed
significantly from all the others (p < .01 mechanical and acoustic and p < .05 binaural).
Moreover, the mechanical guidance differed significantly from the acoustic (p < .01). The
I path differed significantly from the C (p < .01) and S (p < .05) paths (Tab. 4.4). The
haptic guidance showed the worst result in the S path. For the mechanical condition, the
performance was different between the I and S path. For the binaural condition there was
no effect of Path. Fig. 4.6 (c) shows the average length in relation to both Guidance and
Path.
Speed The analysis of variance on speed reported only a significant interaction between
Guidance and Path F (6, 72) = 3.05, p < .01. Fig. 4.6 (d) reports the average time as a
function of experimental conditions. The average speed and the results of the post-hoc
pairwise comparisons are summarized in Tab. 4.5. Participants were particularly fast
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Guidance I C S Average
Pairwise
comparison
Acoustic 25.8 26.7 28.1 26.9 I vs. S,
p < .01
Haptic 27.7 28.7 30.7 29.0 I vs. S,
p < .05
Mechanical 25.0 25.1 26.0 25.4 n.s.
Binaural 25.3 28.9 25.6 26.6 n.s.
Average 26.0 27.3 27.6
Pairwise
comparison
n.s. n.s. H vs. M and
B, p < .05
Table 4.3: Average time (sec) for each experimental condition and significant post-hoc pairwise
comparisons.
Guidance I C S Average
Pairwise
comparison
Acoustic 10.62 10.92 11.3 10.9
I vs. C,
p < .05
I vs. S,
p < .01
Haptic 11.76 12.12 14.08 12.7
S vs. I,
p < .01
S vs. C,
p < .05
Mechanical 10.18 10.44 10.5 10.4 I vs. S,
p < .01
Binaural 10.31 12.72 10.32 11.1 n.s.
Average 10.7 11.6 11.6
Pairwise
comparison
M vs. A,
p < .05
M vs. H,
p < .05 M
vs. A p = .07
all the
comparisons
p < .01 except
M vs. A,
p < .05 and
M vs. B
not significant
Table 4.4: Average travelled length (m) for each experimental condition and significant post-hoc
pairwise comparisons.
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Guidance I C S Average
Pairwise
comparison
Acoustic 0.42 0.42 0.41 0.42 n.s.
Haptic 0.43 0.43 0.46 0.44 I vs. S,
p < .01
Mechanical 0.41 0.42 0.41 0.41 n.s.
Binaural 0.41 0.45 0.41 0.42 n.s.
Average 0.42 0.43 0.42
Pairwise
comparison
n.s. n.s. A vs. H,
p < .05 M
vs. H,
p = .07
Table 4.5: Average speed (m/sec) for each experimental condition and significant post-hoc
pairwise comparisons.
walking the S path.
Questionnaire
Participants scores to the the four questionnaire items were normalized for each par-
ticipant in relation to the highest score provided among all the answers. The ANOVA
indicates that the mechanical guidance is perceived as easier to use with no other signifi-
cant differences among the other systems. The same results have emerged in relation to
the confidence to maintain the correct trajectory. Concerning the acceptability to use the
guidance systems in public spaces, the mechanical guidance was again the preferred one
in relation to both the acoustic and binaural while no difference has emerged in relation
to the haptic. Finally, participants liked the mechanical guidance the most in relation
to both haptic and acoustic systems, while no difference has emerged in relation to the
binaural one.
Participants spontaneously commented that the mechanical system was easy to follow
and required little attention. However, some of them complained that it might be per-
ceived as coercive and risky due to possible errors in route planning. Other people worried
about the dangerous effect of a quick turn of the wheels mostly for older users. Partic-
ipants reported a general dislike about wearing headphones mostly because they might
miss important environmental sounds and because of the look. Most of the participants
agreed that the binaural condition required more attention than all the other systems.
Participants however appreciated that it was something new, interesting and provided
a constant feedback on the position. Most of them preferred the binaural system to
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the acoustic one because it provided more information, yet some reported a difficulty in
discriminating the direction the sound was coming.
Most of the participants reported to prefer the haptic guidance system to the acous-
tic, as easier and less intrusive. In relation to the both guidance condition, participants
complained about the poverty of the left and right instructions and the lack of a mod-
ulation. Some participants suggested possible ways to increase communication richness,
such as, for the acoustic system, different volume indicating the magnitude; verbal feed-
back; different tones in relation to the angle. For the haptic system comments included
modulating the frequency of the vibration in relation to the magnitude of the correction.
Some participants reported a kind of annoyance for the haptic stimulation but only for
the first minutes of use.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to gather quantitative and qualitative information in relation
to the evaluation of four different guidance systems. To this aim participants had the
opportunity to navigate non-visible paths (i.e., virtual corridors) using four the different
guidance systems. To maintain the correct trajectory participants could only rely on the
instructions provided by the c-Walker and, after using each system, they were asked to
provide feedback.
As expected, in terms of performance, the mechanical guidance was the most precise.
Although an error emerged because of the freedom left to participants, the results show
the consistency of the deviation along the different paths, a low variability among the
participants and a slight difference in relation to the shape of the paths. The results of
the questionnaire further support quantitative data showing that, on average, participants
liked the mechanical guidance the most in relation to easiness, confidence in maintaining
the trajectory, acceptability and overall judgment. The only concern for some users
was that it might be perceived as coercive and risky due to possible errors in route
planning. In fact, the mechanical guidance was active in the sense that participants had
to passively follow the trajectory imposed by the walker. Differently, in the other three
guidance systems, the participants were actively driving based on the interpretation of the
provided instructions. In the acoustic guidance, there were only left and right sounds while
in the binaural guidance, the sound was modulated by modifying the binaural difference
between the two ears. Although more informative, in terms of quantifying the angle of the
suggested trajectory, the binaural guidance system emerged to be worse than the acoustic
system in the C path. However, it is likely that with adequate training the performance
with the binaural system could improve a lot. The results of the questionnaire suggest that
both the systems using headphones were not very acceptable because of the possibility to
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miss environmental sounds and because of the look. Moreover, the binaural system was
reported to require more attention than the acoustic one, although no difference emerged
in terms of confidence in maintaining the correct trajectory. Overall, the binaural guidance
was appreciated because it was something new and provided detailed information. Indeed,
most of the participants’ suggestions related to the acoustic and haptic guidance systems
were addressed at codifying the instructions in terms of the angle of the correction.
Significant performance differences emerged between the haptic and the acoustic guid-
ance, which could in part be explained by the natural tendency to respond faster to audi-
tory stimuli rather than to tactile stimuli, and in part by the different algorithm employed
in the evaluation. This issue is addressed in the second study here presented. Looking at
participants performance however it is evident that, independent of the communication
channel, the dichotomous nature of the stimulation (left-right) tended to stimulate long
left and right corrections leading to zigzagging. One participant explicitly mentioned this
feeling while commenting on the haptic guidance. In terms of user experience, the haptic
guidance was perceived as more acceptable than the acoustic and the binaural systems,
and no different from the mechanical one. Indeed, most of the participants commented
that the haptic bracelets could be hidden and did not interfere with the environmental
acoustic information.
4.4.2 Study 2
This evaluation study was designed to clarify the differences emerged in study 1 between
the haptic and the acoustic guidance. To this aim both input devices (bracelets and
headphones) were interfaced to the same guidance algorithm and tested following the
same experimental protocol as study 1, except that participants were required to test
only the acoustic and the haptic guidance systems. Moreover, the haptic guidance system
was modified using the acoustic guidance algorithm. In this way, we could test directly
the effect of the interface. Ten participants (2 females, mean age 30 years old range 24-35)
took part in the study.
Results
Descriptive statistics of error are reported in Fig. 4.8 as a function of Guidance and Path.
The ANOVA showed a significant effect for the factor Path F (2, 18) = 11.0, p < .01
but not Guidance. The post-hoc pairwise comparison showed that the S path differed
significantly from the other two (p < .05) confirming its higher complexity.
The ANOVA on time, length, and speed returned the same trend of results: a main
effect only for Path. The analysis of the questionnaire confirmed a preference for the
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Figure 4.8: Average error (cm) as a function of Guidance and Path.
acceptability of the haptic guidance in public spaces. Finally, a between-study analysis
of variance comparing the performance of participants using the sound system in study 1
and study 2 returned no significant differences due to study, path, or their interaction.
Discussion
The study indicates that the haptic and acoustic interfaces do not differ in terms of
performance, and that the results of study 1 may be attributed entirely to the different
algorithms tested. Furthermore, they confirm a preference for the haptic guidance but
only regarding its social acceptability in public spaces. Furthermore, the similarities in
both performance and user-experience of the acoustic guidance in the two studies is an
indicator of the strong reliability and external validity of the evaluation protocol.
Tab. 4.6 propose a ranking of the 4 guidance systems, combining empirical observa-
tions, measurements and participants’ comments in both studies. The best guidance was
no doubt the mechanical one, followed by the haptic, acoustic and binaural systems. The
evaluations highlighted new challenges for the sociotechnical design of future guidance
system. In particular a major issue emerged with regards to the acceptability of the
practical requirement of wearing headphones. The binaural system was perceived as a
promising solution which captured the user attention. However, more work is needed in
order to improve the communication of the directional information.
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Performance Easiness Confidence Acceptability Total
Acoustic ++ ++ ++ + 7
Haptic ++ ++ ++ +++ 9
Mechanical ++++ +++ +++ +++ 13
Binaural + + ++ + 5
Table 4.6: Summary of the results.
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Chapter 5
Steering by brakes
5.1 Problem Formulation
5.1.1 Half Cart Model
The c-Walker is driven in the environment using the thrust generated by the user, who
remains in charge of the motion along the trajectory. The thrust is applied through the
grips of the walker and it is a combination of forces coming from the arm muscles with
the user weight. In the proposed solution, the following simplifying assumptions hold.
Assumption 1 The half-car model is considered. Hence, the left and right force inputs
are analysed separately.
Assumption 2 The viscous friction on the wheels is assumed sufficiently high to avoid
rotations around the trolley Center of Gravity (CoG) when the right or left forces are
applied in isolation.
Assumption 3 The forces applied on the handles that are parallel to the wheel axles do
not generate motions, i.e., the trolley does not slide along the lateral direction. Generally
speaking, the four wheels roll without slippage with respect to the plane of motion.
Assumption 4 The wheels always remain in contact with the plane of motion, hence no
roll or pitch motions are considered.
In view of Assumption 2, when only the right (left) force is applied, the cart rotates
around the rear left (right) wheel. Assumption 3 is the most difficult to verify. In practice,
it requires to use wheels with inflated inner tubes.
With reference to Fig. 4.2 (a), let 〈G〉 = {O, X, Y, Z} be a fixed right-handed reference
frame, whose plane Π = X × Y is the plane of motion of the cart, Z points outwards the
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plane Π and O is the origin of the reference frame. In light of the previous assumptions,
the dynamic of the rear wheels can be expressed as
τ(·) = a1(τ b(·) − bwω(·) + τh(·)), (5.1)
where a1 = Jw/(r
2mw + Jw), with mw the mass of the wheel, Jw its moment of inertia
and r is the wheel radius, which are supposed equal for all the wheels, as customary. By
considering the notation M(·) to refer to the quantity M of the left or right side of the
trolley, τh(·) comprises: a) the rolling resistance τ
a
(·) = ξ
b
(·)cv/r , with cv being the coefficient
of rolling friction and ξb(·) being the reaction force of the ground on the back wheel; b) the
torque wb(·)r, where w
b
(·) is the acceleration of the wheel rotation axis imposed by the user
and by the system inertia, and transfered to the wheel hubs by the mechanical structure.
Finally, τ b(·) is the braking torque and bwω(·) the viscous friction around the wheel tube,
with ω(·) the angular velocity of the wheel.
In order to verify the pure rolling Assumption 3, the following equation must hold
−µsξ
b
(·)(r
2mw + Jw) + w
b
(·)Jw
rmw
≤ τ b(·) + τa(·) − bwω(·)
≤ µsξ
b
(·)(r
2mw + Jw)− wb(·)Jw
rmw
.
(5.2)
where µs is the friction coefficient of the contact point between the wheel and the ground.
Since wb(·) is a known function of the user thrust and assuming that for safety reasons
we need to halt the vehicle from time to time, the maximum braking action is required
to satisfy τ s(·) > |wb(·)r| (from (5.1)) and constraint (5.2).
5.1.2 Vehicle Dynamic Model
Let x = [x, y, θ]T ∈ R2 × S be the kinematic configuration of the cart, where (x, y) are
the coordinates of the mid–point (as Q in Cha. 4) of the rear wheels axle in Π and θ is
the orientation of the vehicle w.r.t. the X axis (see Fig. 4.2 (a)). The dynamic model of
the c-Walker can be assimilated to a unicycle
x˙
y˙
θ˙
v˙
ω˙
 =

v cos(θ)
v sin(θ)
ω
F
m
N
J
 (5.3)
where v is the forward velocity of the vehicle and ω its angular velocity. F is the external
force acting on the vehicle along the direction of motion, N is the external torque about
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the Z-axis, m and J are the mass and moment of inertia of the cart. Recalling that the
torques independently applied to the right and left wheel are given by (5.1), we have the
invertible linear relations
F =
τr + τl
r
and N =
(τr − τl)d
2r
. (5.4)
where d is the axle length .
5.1.3 Dynamic Path Following Problem
We require the walker to converge to our planned path defined in Π, which we will assume
to be smooth (i.e., with a well defined tangent on each point) and with a known curvature.
The planned path is typically composed of straight segments and circular arcs connected
with clothoids.
In this setting, a standard way of solving the problem is by a dynamic path following
algorithm. In order to design a control law of this kind, we first express the vehicle
generalised coordinates x in terms of a Frenet-Serret frame moving along the path. Denote
by s the curvilinear abscissa along the path, by yd the distance between the origin of the
Frenet-Serret frame and the reference point of the c-Walker along the Y -axis of the
Frenet-Serret frame and by θd the angle between the X-axis of the c-Walker and the
X-axis of the Frenet-Serret frame (see Fig 4.2 (a)). Define θ˜ = θ − θd, then the vehicle
dynamics (5.3) can be rewritten as (see [55]):
s˙ =
v cos(θ˜)
1− c(s)yd ,
y˙d = v sin(θ˜),
˙˜θ = ω − c(s)v cos(θ˜)
1− c(s)yd ,
v˙ =
F
m
,
˙˜ω =
N
J
− c(s)s¨− c(s)′
(
v cos(θ˜)
1− c(s)yd
)2
,
(5.5)
where ω˜ = ˙˜θ. The path curvature is defined as c(s) = dθd(s)/ds, while c
′(s) = dc(s)/ds.
This model is commonplace in the literature [22, 48, 78, 63] and we adopted it for this
work. The dynamic path following problem requires to design a control law F (t) and
N(t) for the system in (5.5) such that
lim
t→+∞
yd(t) = 0 and lim
t→+∞
θ˜(t) = 0. (5.6)
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5.1.4 Problem Formulation
The objective is not to achieve an asymptotic convergence to a path. Rather, we require
the user to always be within a safety corridor. Inside the corridor the user has to be able
to move freely. In addition, we require that she makes constant progress along the path
(as long as she pushes forward the walker). Such requirements lead us to the definiton of
the loose following problem, which can be stated in terms of the following definitions:
∃t¯ s.t. |yd(t)| ≤ y¯d, |θ˜(t)| ≤ θ¯, ∀t > t¯. (5.7)
The first requirement encodes the idea of the safety corridor, while the second one
ensures that the vehicle is always oriented in the direction of the path, thus leading to a
finite completion time if the forward velocity is non–null. In control theoretical terms, we
require controlled invariance [5] of the subset of the state–space defined in (5.7).
5.2 Solution
Our solution to the problem formulated in (5.7) is based on the algorithm for path follow-
ing proposed by Bicchi et. al. [4]. We first summarise the key points of this algorithm (for
the reader convenience) and then we move to the description of our particular solution.
5.2.1 Hybrid Solution to the Path Following Problem
In [4] a hybrid feedback controller able to solve the path following problem in the sense
of (5.7) for unicycle–like vehicles with bounded curvature radius has been presented.
Strictly speaking, the solution proposed solves the problem of driving a Dubin’s car to a
generic path assuming a maximum curvature for the path. The authors show that their
hybrid controller is asymptotically stable with respect to the path-related coordinates
(y˜d, θ˜), where y˜d = yd/R and R is the fixed maximum turning radius of the vehicle. The
controller automaton is compounded of three discrete states, i.e., Go Straight, Turn Right
and Turn Left. The state space (y˜d, θ˜) is suitably partitioned into a set of non–overlapping
regions. In each region only one of the three states is active. With respect to the kinematic
subsystem of (5.5), each state defines the control input ω as
ω = 0 if Go Straight
ω = − v
R
if Turn Right
ω =
v
R
if Turn Left
assuming the forward input v > 0 is known.
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5.2.2 Braking System
For the problem at hand, the available input variables are the independent braking forces
τ bl and τ
b
r , acting on the left and right wheels respectively. Similarly to [36, 71], the
braking forces in (5.1) and (5.2) are represented by
τ b(·) = b(·)ω(·) − δω(·)c(·)τh(·), (5.8)
where bmax ≥ b(·) ≥ 0 is the friction coefficient of the electromagnetic brakes, which is a
function of the commanded current, while δω(·) is the classic Kronecher δ-function, which
is equal to one in zero and zero otherwise. Since, due to safety issues, the system has
to be in condition to halt the user, we have 0 ≤ c(·) ≤ 1 and bmax|ω(·)| ≥ |τh(·) − bwω(·)|,
∀ω(·). The control law we are designing has a limited set of control possibilities. More
precisely, the admitted control values for each wheel are either c(·) = 0 and b(·) = 0 or
c(·) = 1 and b(·) = bmax, i.e., no brake or full brake. If the brake is fully active on the right
wheel, from (5.1) it follows that ωr(t) → 0. Hence, the vehicle will end-up in following
a circular path with fixed curvature radius R = d/2, where d is the rear wheel inter-axle
length, travelled in clockwise direction if v > 0. The circular path with the same radius
R will be instead followed in counter-clockwise direction if the left brake is fully active
and v > 0. As a consequence, in all the cases of active braking system, ω = v/R. If no
braking action is applied at all, the user will drive the c-Walker uncontrolled. On the
other hand, if both brakes are fully active, the vehicle will reach the full stop.
As a consequence, the hybrid feedback controller designed in [4] will be considered as
the vehicle angular desired velocity generator for the braking system. In practice, we will
have the following braking system control law
br = bl = cr = cl = 0 if Go Straight,
br = bmax ∧ cr = 1 ∧ bl = cl = 0 if Turn Right,
bl = bmax ∧ cl = 1 ∧ br = cr = 0 if Turn Left,
ibr = bl = bmax ∧ cr = cl = 1 if Stop.
(5.9)
By direct experimental measurements made on the system at hand, we have observed
that the forces applied by the user to the mechanical system are negligible with respect
to the maximum braking action. Moreover, the inertia of the system as well as the
maximum forward velocity v are limited. As a consequence, the time needed to stop the
wheel rotation is negligible and, hence, it can be assumed ω(·) = 0 whenever the braking
system is fully active.
Hence, to account for the loose path tracking solution, it is sufficient to define a
controlled invariant [5] for the subspace (y˜d, θ˜) of (5.5). In particular, by considering the
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phase portrait of [4], the subspace of S = {(y˜d, θ˜)| − 2 ≤ y˜d ≤ 2,−pi/2 ≤ θ˜ ≤ pi/2}
is controlled invariant for the system (5.5). Therefore, it is possible to switch to the
hybrid state Go Straight of (5.9) whenever the system enters the subspace. However,
such an approach is prone to failure in a practical implementation, mainly due to the
noisy localisation algorithm and to the presence of possible uncertainty in the fixed radius
estimation. Therefore, to guarantee a minimum robust margin, the switch towards the
state Go Straight is enforced whenever the following constraint is satisfied
y˜d
2 + kθθ˜
2 ≤ Tb, (5.10)
where the level set curve L = {(y˜d, θ˜)|y˜d2 + kθθ˜2 ≤ Tb} ⊂ S and Tb > 0 is a tuning
constant. On the other hand, if (5.10) is not satisfied, the state is switched to the proper
maneuvre according to [4].
Nevertheless, the depicted approach may lead to chattering in the braking actuation,
which is perceived as uncomfortable by the user. By adding an hysteresis to the switching
curve, i.e., the state is switched from Go Straight to another manoeuvre if (5.10) is verified
for T ′b > Tb, provided that L′ = {(y˜d, θ˜)|y˜d2 + kθθ˜2 ≤ T ′b} ⊂ S. The proposed approach
solves the loose path following as defined in (5.7).
Another important issue to discuss is the presence of the user in the loop, which can
be regarded as the system actuator. Such an actuation could operate as the desired input
(if it points forward), as a disturbance to be rejected or as a combination of desired effect
and of disturbance. A possible case where the user operates as a pure disturbance is when
the control law requires the c-Walker to turn right, while the user wants to turn left. Such
a situation leads to a deadlock. Whenever this condition is detected (i.e., whenever one
of the two brakes is powered and the overall velocity is zero), the system is disengaged
since the user has evidently changed her mind on where to go.
Another point of departure from [4] is related to the possibility of having the user
pulling the trolley rather than push it. In this case, the velocity will be negative. To
account for this situation, we consider as controlled variable θˆ = θ˜ + pi since the vehicle
has to travel the path going backwards. Furthermore, due to the symmetric property of
the unicycle–like vehicle, the manoeuvre to follow are reverted for v < 0. It has to be
noted that the solution still works even if the user has a completely erratic behaviour,
providing that the user maintains the same forward velocity direction for the amount of
time needed to reach the controlled invariant.
Finally, we further notice that the control algorithm here designed uses only the lo-
calisation estimates as feedback data, namely (y˜d, θ˜), which are provided by an external
module [59, 57]. This makes a remarkable difference with respect to existing solutions
which needs an estimate of the user applied forces in order to be effective [27]. For ex-
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ample, the i-Walker rollator [19] is equipped with triaxial force sensors on the handles to
estimate the user applied forces.
5.3 Simulations and Experiments
To prove the validity of the proposed approach, we first report some of the simulation
results obtained during the extensive tests, while in Sec. 5.3.2 field experiments on the
c-Walker first prototype are offered and discussed.
5.3.1 Simulation Results
In the simulation, the c-Walker starts from rest condition at distance of 1 meter from
the path pointing in the opposite direction (see the Initial Position in Fig. 5.1 (a)). The
human forces have been simulated using the dynamic controller in [78] plus additional
disturbance torques, which resembles an user roughly following the direction suggestions
coming from a visual interface. The path to follow and the trajectory followed by the user
are reported in Fig. 5.1 (a) with a thick dashed and a solid line respectively. The phase
portrait of the manoeuvres along the path is reported in Fig. 5.1 (b), where the invariant
set as well as the outer and inner sets defined in (5.10) with Tb = 0.1, T
′
b = 0.4 and kθ = 2
are clearly visible. From the figure, we can clearly see that design requirements are met: a)
the c-Walker is free to move inside the outer set (user comfort); b) the controller switches
to turning manoeuvres whenever the cart exits from the outer set (braking control); c)
the trajectories never exceed the controlled invariant set defined in (5.7).
For the same simulation scenario, Fig. 5.2 reports the braking action as defined in (5.8)
and applied to the right (solid line) and left (thick dashed line) wheels, respectively. It is
worth noting that the system never reaches the Stop state, i.e., there is not any t such that
both brakes are active. After the first 10 seconds, the intervention of the braking system
becomes sporadic, thus increasing the comfort of the user. On the contrary, in the first
5 seconds the system continuously realeases and activates the brake on the right wheel.
This is due by the fact that the user wants to follow a trajectory that is different from
the one imposed by the proposed algorithm. As a consequence, the algorithm allows the
user to move slowly along his desired direct and, hence, avoids deadlock. It is worthwhile
that this behaviour can be shaped as desired based on the user needs.
5.3.2 Experimental Results
To prove the effectiveness of the system in practical situations, during the experimental
trials the user did not receive any prior information on the path to follow. This way, he
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completely relies on the braking system guidance. The localisation algorithm of the cart
has been implemented following [57] (as described in Cha. 3), while the design parameters
for the inner and outer loop have been chosen equal to Tb = 0.4, T
′
b = 1.6 and kθ = 2.
Fig. 5.3 (a) reports the trajectory followed by the user for an S shaped desired path
of 6 meters length. The user starts at a distance of one meter and parallel to the path.
It is evident how the c-Walker gently guides the user towards the end of the path. It is
important to notice that in the Zero state the user may or may not follow a straight path,
since it is completely uncontrolled. This behaviour is highlighted in Fig. 5.3 (b), where the
phase portrait is reported. The switching right out of the outer loop is due to the change
of the curvature of the S path, that changes the orientation of the Frenet-Serret frame as
well. From Fig. 5.3 (b) remains evident how the system is steadily controlled inside the
invariant set. Fig. 5.4 reports the braking action on the left and right wheels. Both, the
commanded braking action (solid line) and the actual implemented action (thick dashed
line) are reported. Again, the number of corrections due to the braking algorithm are
very limited in time and do not generate any chattering or undesirable behaviour.
In the second experiment, Fig. 5.5, the user has to follow a U shaped path. In this
experiment, the user starts from a position that is 1 meter far apart and oriented in the
opposite direction with respect to the path. Again, the user is guided towards the end of
the path. Notice that the followed path requires braking corrections that are spread out
in time but still very relevant. Such a behaviour can be felt as uncomfortable by the user,
but it is unavoidable if the curve to path has a greater turning radius with respect to the
vehicle limited radius R.
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Figure 5.1: Trajectory followed by the c-Walker (a) and phase portrait (b) in the case of an
user roughly following the desired path.
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Figure 5.2: The braking action applied by the system in the case of the trajectory of Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental trajectory followed by the c-Walker (a) and phase portrait (b) in the
case of a blind folded user following an S shaped path.
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Figure 5.4: The braking action applied by the system in terms of commanded braking action
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
We presented the development that led to the realization of a device for assisted living.
The device, called c-Walker , is a smart device built around a common walker for elderly
people.
We showed the difficulties that arise when building a robotic platform. The develop-
ment focused on many aspects: hardware and software architecture for the basic function-
alities and integration of high level software components. The hardware architecture is
made of microcontrollers for control of low level components, and embedded platforms for
the computation of more demanding algorithms. We use a Publish/Subscribe approach to
handle communication and integration of different subsystems. The c-Walker is able to
localise itself using on-board sensors or external services. We developed an EKF in such
a way that we are able to select a configuration of sensors that meets our requirements
of cost, accuracy, and robustness. We have presented four different solutions for guiding
a user along a safe path. One of them is “active” meaning that the system is allowed
to “force a turn” in a specified direction. The other ones are “passive” meaning that
they merely produce directions that the user is supposed to follow on her own will. We
have described the technological and scientific foundations for the four different guidance
systems, and their implementation in the device.
The systems has been thoroughly evaluated with a group of volunteers. The study
contributed a novel evaluation protocol for comparing the different guidance systems, and
opens new challenges for interaction designers. The use of virtual corridors allowed us
to test the precision of the guidance systems to maintain the correct trajectory in the
absence of any visual indications of the route. However, in a real-life scenario, users
would most likely walk along a wide corridor with walls on the left and right that might
help maintaining a straight path in a particular part of the corridor (i.e., in the centre
or towards the left/right). Moreover, corridors’ crossings are often orthogonal. In such
scenarios, left and right instructions might be enough to allow the user to reach their
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goal and the haptic solution could be the best trade off among precision, freedom and
cognitive workload, leaving vision and audition free to perceive environmental stimuli.
Future research, will repeat this study in more ecological contexts.
We have also presented a further control strategy based on a hybrid automaton that
switches between a small number of possible behaviours (go straight, turn right, turn
left). In this case, the mechanical actuation is based on brakes. This strategy confines the
user within a “safe corridor” enclosing the path, guarantees a steady progress toward the
destination (if the user does not oppose) and operates in a way that the user perceives as
consistent with a few changes on the direction of motion.
The most important feature of the proposed solution is its possibility to drive the user
without any measurement on the forces and on the torques she applies on the walker.
An important limitation of the proposed approach is that the virtual corridor is chosen
of small size, the algorithm can determine oscillations around the path (especially when
the path bends). If we narrow down the corridor, the system drives more smoothly, but
the price to pay are frequent corrections, which could be annoying. This is due to an
inevitable consequence of the lack of any measurement on the user’s applied force.
A promising strategy could be to combine the mechanical guidance with haptic or
video signals communicating to the user the turn to take in advance. This way, the
braking action would occur only as a “last resort” for distracted users and the followed
path would be arguably smoother. Another potential problem on very smooth floors is
the possibility that the wheel might slip reducing the precision of the manoeuvre and,
potentially, the localisation accuracy. For this, we are currently studying a simple ABS
strategy that should significantly alleviate the problem.
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